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News In Brief
MSU's second phonothon set;
organizers hope to top last year
Murray State University's second annual Partner's Fund Phonothon
Is scheduled Feb. 15-19 and 22-26 with organizers hoping to top last
year's total of 215,500 in pledges.
Over 300 student and faculty volunteers will call more than 4,000 Murray State alumni across the United States soliciting donations for the
fund.
"Last year's phonothon was extremely successful as a first effort,"
said Dr. John A. Thompson, dean of the College of Business and Public
Affairs. "With the increasing need to supplement our tax-assisted funding to maintain high quality programs, activities such as the Partner's Fund Phonothon are critical."
The phonothon will concentrate on MU alumni who graduated with
either a major or minor from the College of Business and Public
Affairs.
Money collected will be used to enhance college programs through
student scholarships, equipment purchases and professional development of faculty.

Coroner says Liberace died from
AIDS; alleges coverup by doctors
INDIO, Calif. (AP) — Liberace's doctors deliberately tried to
cover up the entertainer's death from AIDS by reporting that he died
from heart failure, the Riverside County coroner said.
"It is my firm belief somebody along the line wanted to pull a fast
one on us," Coroner Raymond Carrillo told a news conference Monday. "The original cause of death did not make sense."
Asked if he believed Liberace's doctors knew all along that the
showman suffered from AIDS, Carrillo replied: "Yes, sir, I firmly
believe that."
Asked if that meant doctors covered up the cause of death, he
responded: "That's a moot point. But yes, I believe that."
Dr. Ronald Daniels, a Whittier physician who signed Liberace's
death certificate, had reported that the entertainer died of cardiac
arrest due to heart failure brought on by subacute encephalopathy, a
brain inflammation.
"Encephalopathy does not cause heart disease," Carrillo said.
Daniels'failure to report the correct cause of death will be reported
for possible discipinary action to California's Board of Medical Quality Assurance, he said.
Daniels' receptionist said the doctor is declining comment.
Forest Lawn Memorial Park's similar failure to report Liberace's
true cause of death also will be reported to the state board responsible for regulating mortuaries, Carrillo said. A Forest Lawn official
said Monday the mortuary acted properly.
The secrecy surrounding Liberace's death contrasted with the
relative openness of the 1985 AIDS-related death of actor Rock Hudson, whose publicist freely discussed the ailment after it was revealed in a Hollywood publication. Hudson later said he hoped the notoriety would increase public awareness of the fatal disease.
Miscroscopic tissue analysis showed Liberace died because of
cytomegsiovirus pneumonia due to human inuntmodeficiency virus
disease, Carrillo said. "In layman's terms, Mr. Liberace died of an
opportunistic disease caused by acquired immune deficiency
syndrome."
Cytomegalovirus is a common virus that infects about half of all
Americans by the time they reach middle age. It usually produces
either cold-like symptoms or no noticeable or serious effects.
But it can be fatal to people whose disease-fighting immune system
Is weakened by the AIDS virus, which recently was renamed human
immunodeficiency virus by an international panel on virus names.

Elsewhere...
By tbe Aassels•od Prom

HACKENSACK, NJ. — A woman fighting for custody of the child
she bore for a couple under a $10,000 contract says the arrangement
was a mistake and that the baby should grow up knowing her
biological mother.
WASHINGTON — Families that have struggled to arrange child
care while both parents worked may find things a bit easier in the
future, as employers begin to recognize the need for such benefit programs to keep skilled employees on the job.
NEW YORK — Parents may soon be hearing strange voices coming from their children's rooms late at night. But there's no cause for
alarm, it's just the dolls chatting.

Mobile health
unit marks its
second year on
the roadways
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Celebrating its second year on
the road is the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Health Express, a
mobile health unit promoting
health and providing health screenings for residents of West Kentucky
and West Tennessee.
On Thursday, February ¶111U
Health Express screened 'its
10,000th patron, Mr. Hildre
Paschall of Route 1, Hazel, Ky. Mr.
Paschall, who is 68 years of age,
frequently uses the services of the
Health Express.
In Mr. Paschall's words, "I'm
glad this service is available.
They're great on the Express. The
service is excellent and the nurses
are very pleasant. I go to the
Health Express regularly when it
is at Hazel or Crossland to keep a
check on my blood pressure and
sugar level."
A certificate for a free
cholesterol and triglyceride screening was presented to Mr. Paschall

10,000th Patron of Health Express is Hlldred Paschall, age 68 of Route 1, Hazel, KY. Health Express Nurse
Sherry Crittendon, R.N., sees Paschall frequently on the Health Express for screenings.
Paschall
received a certificate for a free choiestrol and triglyceride screening on Thursday, Feb. 241, from 9 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. when the Health Express will be offering these screenings on the Court Square in Murray.

((sat'd en page 2)

Kiahappers delay killing three Americans
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Local radio stations said today
that secret talks are under way for
the release of three kidnapped
Americans, an Indian and a captured Israeli airman in exchange
for 400 Arab prisoners held by
Israel and an allied militia.
The Christian-run Voice of
Lebanon and the Moslem Voice of
the Nation cited unspecified
"reports from Washington and
other capitals" as saying negotiations were being held. They said

the International Committee of
the Red Cross might be involved.
Israel did not immediately comm en t. Kidnappers calling
themselves Islamic Jihad for the
Liberation of Palestine had
threatened to kill the Americans
and Indian at midnight Monday if
Israel did not release the Arab
prisoners, but at the last minute
announced they were postponing
the killings indefinitely.
Israel has refused to release the
prisoners for the four hostages,

but Israeli Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres said Sunday he was
willing to discuss trading Arab
prisoners for the Israeli airman.
The airman was captured Oct.
16 when his Phantom fighterbomber was shot down by Shiite
Moslem militiamen in south
Lebanon.
Shiite Amal militia leader Nabih
Berri, whose men hold the captured airman, on Friday proposed
an exchange of the Israel and four
hostages for the prisoners. It was

MISS
TOUR PAPS,'

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Thee. by 5:30 p.m. Monday Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
Ore urged to cull 733-1916 bet
westo 340 p.m. end 6
Monday through Miley, or
3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. letursley.
Office Hours — S
Monde./ thru Friday. II e.m.-12
Seturiley.

WASHINGTON (AP — The nation's education chief claims colleges are unproductive because
half of all college students drop
out, but educators call his claims
misleading and dispute his
figures.
"We are concerned about productivity," Education Secretary
William Bennett told a Howe Appropriations subcommittee last
Wednesday as he defended plans
for major budget cuts in higher

education.
"Almost half the students who
enter four-year programs ... do not
complete those four-year programs. We think that's a problem," he said.
But Pat Smith, director of
legislative analysis for the
American Council on Education,
said Bennett is "setting up a faulty
standard. It is not an indication of
failure on the part of either the
students or the institutions of

higher education that students
cannot finish in four years."
Although some figures compiled
by the Education Department
seem to support Bennett's claim,
Jay Noel, a program analyst in the
department's planning and
evaluation service, did not have
numbers isolating the four-year
programs Bennett mentioned.
Noel said Bennett may have
been thinking of an Office of
Educational Research and Im-

Alone in the spotlight

provement study showing that
there were 1.9 million first-time
college enrollees in 1980 and about
half that many bachelor's degrees
awarded four years later.
The ratio backs up Bennett's
completion rate, but not his growing concern as it has been virtually the same for 30 years. "I'm
astonished," Noel said when told
this.
(Osird on page 2)

McFarlane
hospitalized
by apparent
suicide try

He was listed in good condition,
said hospital spokesman Lt Rus
Sanford.

Murray State student Wendy Hartman,from Henderson;Map "Ill Laved You" in the 50th anniversary productions( Ciampos lights,spewing Thundarat A p.m. In Levitt Auditoriuni. Accompanying her at the back of
lie doge is the Campos Lights Orchestra. Reservations for this weeekend's performances may be made by
nihiging the NW Department et Music at (602) 7112-42118.
MDR pea, by WA/ Tete
•-
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(Cnet'd ea page 2)

WASHINGTON (AP) — Robert
C. McFarlane, the former
presidential adviser whose mission to Tehran was at the heart of
U.S. arms shipments to Iran, remains hospitalized today for what
police are investigating as a
suicide attempt.
McFarlane, 49, was taken to
Bethesda Naval Medical Center in
a Maryland suburb of Washington
after he swallowed 25 to 30 Valium
pills, said Detective Lauren Acquaviva of the Montgomery County Sheriff's Office.

Forecast
Tonight: Clear. Low around
30. Light wind.
Wednesday: Partly sunny
and mild. High in the lower to
mid 50s. Southwest wind 5 to 10
mph.
irtasilled Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for a chance of rain each
day.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
11114.11
Barkley Lake
9843

not clear whether Berri was involved in the reported
negotiations.
In its statement late Monday,
Islamic Jihad for the Liberation of
Palestine said it wanted the
"fastest clarification" of "certain
positive points" made by Peres,
apparently referring to his corhment on a possible trade for the
airman.
Peres also said Sunday that any

Half of all college students dropping out
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McFarlane, the former national
security adviser to President
Reagan, was conscious when he
waitaken by ambulance to the
htal Monday morning but did
not say why he had taken the plas.
"He made no statement as to the
(OsaFt1ea page I)
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Trial date
scheduled
for Allen

Students...

A jury trial date was set for
former Calloway County militant
principal Bobby R. Allen yesterday at a pre-trial conference in
McCracken County District Court.
According to a spokeewonian from
the office of McCracken District
Judge David Reed, the trial is
scheduled for April 30.
Allen, 44, is accused of taking
three wrenches and a pair of pliers
trom Seam and two shirts, a
necktie and a calculator/wallet
from Meta on Dec. 36, 1985. Both
stores are at the Kentucky Oaks
Mall.
The CaUoway County Board of
Education fired Allen in March
following a two-day hearing on the
criminal charges

Seminar conducted
for job seekers

Mord tram page 11
An incomplete analysis by the
department's educational
research office indicates 50 percent to 00 percent of students who
started tour-year programs In 1960
graduated at the end of four years,
with others presumably finishing
their degrees later.
A consultant hired to analyse the
same data found that 42 percent of
students who started two- and
tour-year progranis in 1900 fbibeied them in four years — compared
with 51 percent in 1970. And 21 percent had dropped out In 1984 compared with 19 percent in 1976.
Noel said those numbers show a
"deterioration of college attendance, graduation and completion" that concern Bennett.
One educational research office
study that educators like to cite is
one of 1472 high school graduates
who entered college immediately
and finished. The November 1986
study found that 49 percent finished in four years and another 27
percent in five. The rest took six to
11.5 years to earn their degrees.
There are numerous reasons
why students may take longer
than four years to get their
degrees, educators said.
"Students can have all kinds of
problems. They can decide to
change their major. They may run
out of money," Smith said.

'The Purchase Area Development
District and Mayfield Area Vocational Center are conducting a
training seminar for anyone seeking employment with the garment
Industries in the purchase area.
Sewing machine operator training along with employability skills
training totals 60 hours of extensive
skill training.
Classes begin every 2nd and 4th
Monday for 12 weeks. Clam is conducted for a 2 week period from 9-4
p.m. At the Mayfield Area Voca- ((sard from page I)
tional Center, Dunbar Building,502 reason why, although there's
South 12th Street, Mayfield. The every indication It was an overnext class begins Monday, dose," Acquaviva said. "He did
not talk, outside of indicating he
February 11th.
The training cost for non-JTPA had taken the Valium. ... Mrs
participants is $15. There is no McFarlane appeared to be upset
but also apparently perplexed
charge for JTPA participants.
To enroll call 347-3743,or 554-4901. about the situation."

McFarlane...

U.S. Attorney
drops probe of
Mord Inapt.1)
who plans to visit the Health Express an Thursciay, Febr11117
. ex-governor's
the Murray Court Square to receive
these two free screenings
Anyone over the age of 4011 en- investigation
screenings

couraged to have these
an February E. It is especially important for people in this age group
to be concerned about cholesterol
and triglyceride levels in their
blood

It is extremely important that a
person fast for these tests. To obtain accurate results, you cannot
eat for at least 8 hours before your
blood is checked for cholesterol and
14 hours before a triglyceride
screening.
A small blood sampin-will be
drawn on the Health Express and
will be taken to the MMV Medical
Laboratory where it will be
screened.
Even if you are a thin, 40-yearold, health conscious individual,
this test is important because the
shows
screening
whether
cholesterol or triglycerides (two
different types of fat) are accumulating in the arteries of the
body.
There are no symptoms of these
conditions until symptoms of stroke
or heart attack occur.
With February being heart
month, the hospital has set aside
one day for this type of screening
which is normally not performed on
the Health Express.
If you wish to take advantage of
these screenings, visit the Health
Express on Thursday, February 26,
from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. on the
Court Square in Murray. The
laboratory fee for the screening is
offered for a discounted charge of
$10 each. Remember the importance of fasting for accurate
results.

toa

One-car accident
injures Murrayan

LEXINGTON, 1(y. (AP) — U.S.
Attorney Louis DeFalaise said
Monday he is dropping an investigation into how former Gov
Julian Carroll obtained a
transcript of secret grand jury
testimony
"Unless additional material
comes to light, it's closed,"
DeFalalse said.
DeFalaise began an Investigation after Carroll quoted from a
transcript of grand jury testimony
during a news conference late last
year
The transcript was of testimony
by former Insurance Commissioner Harold McGuffey before
the special federal grand jury investigating alleged wrongdoing in
the Carroll administration.
Grana jury proceedings are
secret but may be made available
to individuals involved.
Carroll said he obtained the
transcript from Paducah attorney
William Scent, who represented
McGuffey during the grand jury
investigation. Scent had obtained
McGuffey's permission, Carroll
said.
,
"I knew I was hi possession of it
legally," Carroll odd. "In all
fairness to Mr. DeFals.the, though,
he did not know that until he
asked."
Carroll used the grand jury
testimony to refute McGuffey's
testimony during a trial that Carroll knew of a scheme to divide
state insurance commissions

Ray Harm

Ray Harm will
autograph prints
locally Wednesday
Wildlife artist Ray Harm is
celebrating his 25th arudversary
with the release of his limited edition print, "Cardinal On A
Goldenrod." Depicting the Kentucky state flower and bird, the
print is a companion to Harm's
"Bluebird" and is available to the
public for the first release in
western Kentucky..
Harm comes back to where he
started — the Land Between the
Lakes — to say "thank you" and to
lend a hand in building membership in the Land Between the
Lakes Association (LBLA).
During public receptions in the
LBL area, Harm will be personally signing a limited number of his
prints made available with the
purchase of a special $35 membership in the LBLA.
LBLA was formed in 1083 as a
private, non-profit organl_zation to
support and promote L.Tbe
association is instrumental in the
onhoing activities and programs
of LBL.
The Ray Harm-LBLA=
for the Murray area is
through the courtesy of Peoples
Bank, 500 Main, Wednesday, Feb.
11, 1987, from 9:30-11 a.m

Kidnappers...
(Osat'd from page 1)
proposals should be made "in an
orderly fashion."
Israel's Foreign Ministry
spokesman, Ehud Gol, refused today to comment on the kidnappers
demands for clarification. Gol
said Israel "does not react to

A one-car accident Monday
morning about one mile east of
Murray on Kentucky al sent one
woman to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital with minor injuries, according to Chuck Robertson of the Kentucky State Police.
Robertson said the accident occured at approximately 8 a.m.
when Laura J. Musser, E,of Rt. 3,
Murray, left the roadway to avoid
hitting a vehicle that was stopped
to make a left turn.
Musser was traveling west when
she came upon the stopped vehicle
in her lane, according to the
report. She then went off the north
aide of the highway to avoid a rear
end collision, struck a ditch and
overturned, the report indicated
The accident was investigated
by Trooper Steve Humphries

Fire-rescue squad
responds to calls
The Calloway County FireRescue Squad reported five field
fires in the past four days, according to John Morris, spokesman
for the department.
The following is information on
those calls as listed on reports by
the squad:
Feb. 5, 11:55 a.m.; field fire,
Kentucky 464; approximately 50
burned; cause unknown; six men
and four trucks responded;
Feb. 5, 3 p.m.; field fire, Kentucky 464, Gerald Stone residence ;
approximately three acres burned; cause unknown; four men and
two trucks responded;
Feb. 7, 2:30p.m.; field fire, Kentucky 464, Bess Jones residence;
approximately one acre burned;
cause unknown; 14 men and three
trucks responded;
Feb. 8; field fire, Green Plains
Road; approximately one acre
burned; cause unknown, nine men
and three trucks responded;
Feb. 8, 7 p.m.; field fire, Kentucky 121 north, Dwight Wyant
residence; approximately onehalf acre burned; cause unknown;
11 men and three trucks
responded.
every word from kidnappers.
Every five minutes they come up
with something new."
The Voice of Lebanon said
senior officers of the Israeli.
backed South Lebanon Army,
which holds 200 to 400 Shiite
Moslem prisoners, have shown
willingness to consider freeing
them.
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Panorama makes
traveling easy.
For your convenience we now offer

Direct Departures from
MAYFIELD and
MURRAY, KY.
For these FOUR Tours:
*SOUTHERN EXPOSURE
7 DAYS i TOUR DEPARTS MARCH 16
NEW TOUR FULL OF EXCITEMENT ALONG THE HISTORIC GULF
COAST—History. romantic traditions, charm of the Old South and natural
beauty of the Guff Coast Mobile • Azalea Trail • Bayou LaBatre •
Dauphin
Island • Biloxi • Bellingrath
Gardens • New
Orleans
• Natchez • Vicksburg • and SO MJCH MORE,
$49600 Per Person Double Orlcupan:y

*SOUTHEAST SEABOARD FLOWER & GARDENS
10 DAYS • TOUR DEPARTS MARCH 20
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND A step back into the golden age of
steamboating dinner cruise on the Cumberland • "Gone With the Wind"
theme tour of Atlanta • Warm Springs • Callaway Gardens • Jekyll Island Millionaires Village • Historic Savannah • Hilton Head Island Resort • Carriage bur of ::;harleston SC • Middleton Place Gardens
• Fort Sumter • Brookgieen Garder s • Myrtle Beach • Blue Ridge
Mountains • Bittrnore House and Gardens
$729 00 Per Person Double Occupancy

*BAYOU BROWSING—THE CAJUN MYSTIQUE
9 DAYS • TOUR DEPARTS MARCH 26
FOR THOSE LOOKING FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT -Gold
the
Hills melodrama • Antebellum mans ons • Nottoway Plantation • Exciting Swamp Boat Cruise • FantasTic lour of marshes and bayous
• Feel the Cajun Experience • Food in the French-Acadian-Creole tradition • Jungle Gardens • Avery Island and colorful New Orleans
$66800 Per Person Double Occupancy

GM)
Dear Silicone
CAULK a
SEAL
Pannanani-ty
Flociane and
waalharpnsoe
07/mtVassoft

FLORIDA/SEA ESCAPE GET-A-WAY-FANTASTIC ONE-DAY CRUISE ADVENTURE
8 DAYS • TOUR DEPARTS APRIL 4
Fun and festivity in the Sunshine Stre of Florida' Enioy all the magic
of a longer cruise -in lust one day on the fantastic SeaEscape • Epcot
Center • Magic Kingdom • St Augustine • Atlanta • Chattanooga
A r outstanding tour for only 1488 00 Per Person Double Occupancy
NO 2 MA OR

NO 1 NO 2 orte NO 3
emses 6-8 and 10- 1 2 9ossia
xcrwirs

1** *

For Additional Information contact
Panorama 'burs or Your Travel Agent

1
2
- v$ PANOR4M4 TOURS
600 NORTH SPRIGG ST., CAPE GIRARDEAU,MO 63701

PHONE 314-335-9098
-1-800-453-8687
PANOR4M4 MU

111111.4,
OMB
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PERSPECTIVE
This is
leadership?
The new speaker of the
House of Representatives,
Jim Wright of Texas, has sullied not only his own reputation but that of the entire
House of Representatives by
his hypocritical handling of
the $12,100 congressional pay
raise. Mr. Wright's ignominiots double-dealing has
besmirched the notion of the
new Democratic majority in
Congress exerting fresh leadership to solve the nation's
ills.
When he assumed the
speaker's post in January,
Mr. Wright pledged that the
Democrats were ready to depart from Ronald Reagan's
agenda and lead the country
in new directions. Among
their first orders of business
was passage of an emergency
bill to aid the homeless,
which the speaker trumpeted
as a sign of Democratic compassion for the poor. What
Mr. Wright sought to hide was
that the House Democratic
leadership apparently felt almost equal compassion for its
own fortunes, coveting a congressional pay raise that
would cost taxpayers $40 million, compared with the $50
million measure to help the
homeless.
In a determined bid to
boost congressional salaries
from $77,400 to $89,500, the
House leadership resorted to
the worst kind of duplicity.
First, Mr. Wright purposely
delayed a vote on the pay
issue until a 30-day statutory
limit had elapsed. Under the
unique rules that lawmakers
apply to pay hikes only, a
raise takes effect automatically unless disapproved by

Dear Editor,
I feel compelled to make a contribution to the ongoing commentary to Clay Walker's comment on
the America's Cup. I agree with
Mr. Allbritten's previous letter that
the America's Cup is indeed exciting, and are most competitive
sailing events. I stayed up late and
watched the final race in which
Dennis Connor demonstrated his
superior sailing prowess. No
arguments with Mr. Allbritten at
all. I also agree with Mr. Lumry's
previous letter about the type and
nature of the commentary written
by Sports Editor Walker. I might
argue in Mr. Walker's favor that he
Is, of course entitled to his opinion,
no matter what I may think of it.
I believe both of the previous letter.
writers have missed the most important point of the matter.
While I may have enjoyed the
America's Cup and Clay Walker
did not, it bothers me a great deal
that he has decided what is boring
and what is not. I happen to think
golf is boring, but that does not
mean that it is. I like watching
baseball and have a hard time
understanding why someone else
wouldn't. But that does not mean
that baseball, golf, or even yacht
sailing are boring. And considering
Dear Editor,
I am in the process of constructing a memory album of my
mother, Hannah Catherine
(Richards) McDaniels and hoping
some of your readers may be able
to help. My mother passed away in
1944 and I know very little about
her. She was adopted out of the
Friendly Home Orphanage, I
presume in 1921, by a school
teacher, Martha McMillen of
Murray. She attended Flint Valley

School which was later consolidated with Faxon School beginning in 1922 and also attended
Ledbetter Baptist Church.
If anyone has any pictures of her
that I could have copied and returned to them, or any interesting
memories of her to share, I'd appreciate hearing from them.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
James Jines
Rt. 6 Box 134
Mt. Vernon, Ill. 62864
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

Formation of radio station WV'S,
has special place in Max Hurt's past

the Senate and House within
30 days after being proposed.
Because the Senate had already voted overwhelmingly
Max Hurt is one of the original
to reject the salary increase,
stockholders
in the Murray Broada vote in the House risked alcasting Company from which
most certain defeat of the radio station WNBS was spawned
pay plan.
In the early 1950's.
One day after the raise was
He was the executive secretary
safely in effect, Mr. Wright of the Murray Chamber of Comallowed a vote on the House merce at the time. A man in Paris,
floor. This was an utterly Tenn., had applied for a broadgesture, casting permit, but had been turnmeaningless
down by the Federal Cominasmuch as the 30-day limit ed
munication Commission.
for disapproval had expired.
"One afternoon, this fellow
The speaker compounded this stormed into my office," Mr. Hurt
shameful episode by permit- recalls, "threw some papers
ting only a "voice" vote. This across my desk and said,'They've
meant that the votes of indi- turned me down. If you folks want
vidual members would not be to try to get yourselves a radio stapapers
recorded and counted; rather, tion, maybe these
help.'"
the sentimept of the House
George Ed Overbey, Sr., had his
would be judged simply by
office nearby. Mr. Hurt called
law
the audible ayes and nays
in and asked him to look over
him
voiced on the floor. As exthe papers and see what might be
pected, the voice vote put the done. The decision was quickly
House on record opposing the made to file an application. H.T.
increase.
Waldrop and Mrs. Gladys Scott,
Consequently, congressmen mother of Buist and John Ed, and
now can spend their raise and some others, were called in, and
denounce it too. Every repre- within the hour the Murray Broadsentative can tell his constitu- casting Company was formed.
The application was filed, and
ents that he voted against his eventually approved,for radio staown aggrandizement, that he tion WNBS, which stands for
is receiving a bigger pay- "Nathan B. Stubblefield," Murcheck over his own objec- ray's inventor of radio, Overbey
tions. Even unjaded voters became its first president.
• • •
are not likely to swallow such
Miller,
a former mayor
Neville
explanations.
assisted the MurSpeaker Wright's arro- of Louisville,
rayans in filing their application,
gance marks an inauspicious and Dr. Rainey T. Wells, Murray
beginning for the new House State's founder, came around to
Democratic leadership, which share some of his memories of Mr.
includes Majority Leader Stubblefield.
Thomas Foley of Washington
He told how he had known
and Whip Tony Coelho of Cal- Nathan B. Stubblefield from his
ifornia. Their underhanded boyhood; how he was Stubperformance on the pay ques- blefield's attorney in 1901 for the
tion is the antithesis of what purpose of securing patents "for
Americans regard as leader- his apparatus" and how Stubblefield had lived about 100 feet
ship.
west of the present site of Wells
Hall on the Murray State campus.
"All those early plans were
made right there in my office,"
Mr. Walker's position with your Mr. Hurt smiled, "and that is one
newspaper, that means that he just of the community involvements of
decided what will get coverage. which I am most proud."
Other than Mr. Hurt, only two
And that is very dangerous, bordering on censorship. I have always other officers and members of the
taken offense to your "if there's Chamber of Commerce at that
column-space, print the baseball time are still living — Guy Billgame rundown" policy in your
sports section. Coming from St.
Louis and being a natural baseball
fan, I find this policy unsettling.
But I have come to live with it.
However, the decision to print
something or not to print something
based on the "excitement factor"
is bad judgement. As news director
for a small town radio station in the
late 70's I found certain city council meetings boring beyond comprehension. However, it never
crossed my mind to not cover the
event and report on it simply
because I found it boring. I respectfully suggest that you review your
policy towards events and what
makes something newsworthy,
whether news or sports. I believe
you'll find that I speak for many
others.
Sincerely,
Mark Reinhardt
1617 Miller
Murray, Ky. 42071
EDITOR'S NOTE — Thanks
Mark. We have had the discussion.
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ington and Mason Ross
The station currently is being
operated by Charles Chuck)Shuttett, Pete Hulse and some others
after having acquired it not many
months ago from the T.C. Wilcox
family, who had ()prated it since
1975.
Shuffett and Hulse first bought
the station from the original
stockholders in 1967, and operated
it until 1975, when they sold it to
the Wilcox family.
• • •
From the time the first bucket of
concrete was dumped into the
forms at Kentucky Dam, Mr. Hart
has been a ceaseless promoter of
tourism in West Kentucky.
He helped organize Kentucky's
Western Waterlands, an organization devoted to the promotion of
tourism in our area. He has served
nine years on its board of directors. In 1980, the KWW organization honored him as its "Man of
the Year" during its annual
membership meeting.
He is one of the planners of
popular Kenlake State Park, 19
miles to the east of Murray on
Kentucky Lake, and personally
presented the blueprints for its
construction and development to
state officials at the state capital
in Frankfort.
He laughs when he recalls how
he and Alfonzo (Fonny) Hopkins
worked to set out the little trees
which are now large ones and provide the spacious shady areas in
front of the lodge today.
• • •
After President Franklin D.
Roosevelt ordered all the nation's
banks temporarily closed soon
after taking office in the
Depression-ridden year of 1933,
Mr. Hurt helped with the
reorganization of the Bank of
Murray.
Since that time, he has served
on its board of directors and most
of that time as secretary to the
board, with exception of the years
he has in Nebraska and Marvin 0.
Wrather held the position.
In 1985, the bank honored Mr.
Hurt at a stockholders' meeting in
recognition of his lifelong service
to the institution and of his authorship of a book containing a history
of the bank, gleaned from many
hours of researching the minutes

of the directors' meetings.
Personally typed on his manual
typewriter, the manuscript was
presented to the bank's
management.
Mr. Hurt's service to Kentucky's banking industry also extends beyond his county's boundaries. He served for 10 years as
an advisor to the Federal Land
Bank directors in Louisville and
for a like period as chairman of
the bank's West Kentucky board,
headquartered in Mayfield.
• • •
joined
the Methodist
Hurt
Mr.
Church at the age of 12, and
throughout his adult life, he has
been closely involved in the life of
the church of which he was a
member.
With exception of the years he
was in Nebraska, he and Mrs.
Hurt maintained an active
membership in the Murray or
Kirksey Methodist Churches.
He has served as chairman of
the board of stewards at the First
United Methodist Church in Murray as well as at the Kirksey
church, and for 10 years was a
member of the board of his church
in Omaha.
For many years, he also has
been an active and participating
member of Gideons International,
a world-wide disciplined ministry
dedicated to winning others to
Jesus Christ. He long has been one
of the Gideon's most popular
speakers.
• • •
Among Mr. Hurt's other civic
activities appears a period as
finance chairman of the the
county's United Fund, secretary
of the Omaha Fish and Wildlife
Club — he is an avid hunter and
fisherman — and president of the
holding company that financed the
first fleet of school buses for
Calloway County's public schools.
However, he calls his involvement as president and director of
the West Kentucky Productions
Associations, an outdoor theatre
project on Kentucky Lake, one of
the "most enjoyable activities" of
his life. .
Under'-his leadership, the first
outdoor theatre in the Jackson
Purchase area of Kentucky was
constructed overlooking the lake.
"Stars in my Crown," a produc-

lion depicting the life of the late
Vice-President and U.S. Senator
Alben W. Barkley of Paducah, was
written, produced and presented
for three years during the tourist
season using mostly Murray State
students in the roles.
• • •
Mr. Hurt also is proud of his
grandchildren — one grandson
and three grand-daughters. "I
hope you'll mention them," he
said, "because they've given
Mavis and me a lot of happiness."
The grandson, Gilbert Dunn, is a
professor of sociology at the
University of Southern Mississippi
at Hattiesburg. His sisters are:
Susan (Mrs. Stephen) Hoffius,
who has her own law firm in
Charleston, S.C., and is the mother
of one of Mr. Hurt's three greatgrandchildren, Anna.
Joan (Mrs. Saull Soloman
works with the Vanderbilt University Library in Nashville, and she,
too, has a daughter, Sophie.
And, Sheila, (Mrs. Rande
Routledge. She lives in Monroe,
Wash., where she works for the
state. She has a son, Lee.
"How's that for scattering 'em
around!" Mr. Hurt said with a
chuckle and settling back among
his pillows for a rest. We'd done a
lot of talking.
(To be concluded Thursday)

Looking Back

Ten years ago
A contract authorizing the Kentucky Department of Transportation to move forward on plans to
extend Glendale Road to Kentucky
121 is to be considered by Murray
Common Council tonight.
Vernon W. Gantt has been named chairman of 1977 East Seal
Fund Campaign for Calloway
County to begin March 1.
New officers of Calloway County
Young Armer Association are
Danny Cunningham, Max Hughes,
Max Gore, Michael Shelton and
Mike Burchett.
Elected as officers of Ruling
Star Lodge No. 51 PHA of Murray
were Loyd B. Arnold, Joe E.
Jones, Joe R. Arnold, Leon P.
Miller, F.A. Oogdale, Henry Hornbuckle, Henry Greer and Luther
Scott.
In high school basketball games
5e74werv.keth Jose/ Murray beat Marshall County and
astevemiemr
Lone Oak beat Calloway. High
team scorers were Raymond Sims
for Murray, Copeland for Marshall, DeLuna for Lone Oak and
Mike Wells for Calloway.
Twenty years ago
A new jail for Calloway County
will be constructed on the lot at
North Third and Walnut Streets,
according to County Judge Hall
McCuiston.
Max Hurt, a member of
American Legion, was speaker at
a joint Americanism dinner
meeting held by American Legion
Post 73 and Auxiliary on Feb. 6 at
Triangle Inn.
A group of Cadette Girl Scouts
with Mrs. Charles Kemp as leader
and Lynn Whayne as senior aid
were among 200 girls from
Western Kentucky making a trip
to Frankfort and being received
by Gov. and Mrs. Edward
Breathitt.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Burkeen,
Jan. 26, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Wright, Feb. 2.
Ken
"I learned everything I know by watching Congress deal with the pay raise issue..."
Jerry Mac Burkeen, William
Ross, Celia Taylor, Billy Wilson,
Nona Bazzell and Glen Chaney
presented a program at a meeting
of Beta Club of Calloway County
High School, according to David
Belcher, president.
FRANKFORT — The promising textbooks for public schools and a
The Appropriation and Revenue
Thirty years ago
was speeded up a bit last week vigorous economic development Committees of both houses have
Mrs. S.J.(Miss Pearl) Routon of
when Lt. Gov. Steve Beahear an- program.
been keeping a close watch on inParis, Tenn., is pictured as
Carroll was the governor who has come and expenditures. The Grayson McClure and Purdom
nounced his candidacy for the
Democratic nomination for claimed doing most for education chairmen of both committees, Sen. Parks of Midway Motors give her
and continues to stress that phase. Mike Moloney and Rep. Joe Clarke
governor.
keys to her new Studebaker car.
The other three are not to be left out have both said that more revenue
was one of the prizes she
the
This
Wilkinson,
Wallace
joined
He
when it comes to this important must be found if present services
on Ralph Edwards'
received
top money raiser so far, Dr. Grady service to the people of this state.
are to be continued or services
"This Is Your
show,
television
Governor
Former
Stumbo, and
The one thing notable though in expanded.
shown last month.
Life,"
Julian Carroll in making his inten- all of their talks and their promises
This is something the candidates
Mrs. Estelle Ezell, owner of
tions public. That leaves former Is not a single one of them has told
going to dodge while promising
are
School of Beauty Culture,
Ezell
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. gathering his listeners yet where he is
going a rosy future with no increase in
said her beauty school has been
a lot of tree media attention by to get the money to fulfull all of his taxes, or steering clear of the tax
maintaining his undecided attitude promises. Voters
approved for job training of
know that it is one situation.
about becoming a candidate. The thing to promise and another more
veterans.
The legislature approved a
latest was a teiepol by a Louisville Important thing to
Marvin Hill, Herbert Perry,
almost $3 billion that
budget
of
deliver.
Yet,
Dixon, Lowell Palmer,
television station that was lopsid- they keep listening
Harvey
to these pro- began last July 1, but it was amendand Yandall
Williams
ed in Brown's favor.
Wayne
Milne the candidate knows and the ed downward in October by about
convention
llth
attended
Wrather
Most early polls are the name voter knows can't be kept without $88 million, so things don't look enof Soil
Association
National
of
recognition type and don't really finding more revenue and that couraging for increased or new
Districts
in St.
Conservation
services.
tell hew the respondent will vote in means increasing taxes.
Louis, Mo., Feb. 4-7.
Income talled-to meet budget
late May. They cap be very decepKentucky could get about $24
Carrie B. Curd was honored at a
tive, either way.
estimates in the last biennium and
million more from state income
&liner ee her birthday on Feb.
in- his annourreerwent speech leanito be followtng the Same pat- taxis if the idate throttle tax laws
by her parents, Mr Ind Mrs.
Beshear promised to fulfill pad tern since the new budget took ef
are not changed to coincide with
James B Curd
promises to furnish enough free feet last July
the federal.
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MURRAY TOD Y
A View
from Abroad
By Sta -y Overbey
We have been shrouded in a
heavy, dense, grey fog for more
than three weeks now. There is not
much hope that it will lift for at
least another two weeks. The anow
that fell a month ago is still here,
plus some, but it is now disgustingly filthy. The streets that have
been salted are full of foul slush,
but the sidewalks remain covered
with a dangerously slick crust.
And of course it is cold; Europe is
experiencing its worst winter in
decades, and, lucky me, I'm here
to take part in it.
My mood these days matches
the weather: grey, blah, and, like
the thermometer, consistently
low. The recent pieces of news I've
been reading certainly haven't
lifted the spirit.
Take, for example, these
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headlines from thelest week's
papers: "1988 Deficit Will Exceed
Legal Limit"; "Madrid Student
March ninis Violent"; "200 Are
Reported Massacred in
Lebanon"; "Troops in Manila
Fire on Protesters." There was
al
thelatest count on the
ddathtoll from Europe's cold, "at
least" 343. Even countries and
companies that generally seem
Immune to economic downturn
were reporting bad news: "Spector of Joblessness Jolts Japan"
"IBM Says Profit Plunged 48.2%
in 4th Period."
There were the usual number of
stories on new revelations concerning the US domestic disaster,
"Irangate"; "Contra Arms Deals
Traced to Lisbon"; "Illegal Drugs
Reported Linked to Contra Affair"; "Reagan Officials Ignored
Internal Warnings on Iran." With
each disclosure, Reagan appears
a bigger lame duck; even less
competent and less in control than
ever; and incapable of getting the
facts out, though he tells us that he
Is just as curious as we are. But, is
he as indignant as we are? Obviously not.
As a reflection of the lack of
faith in his administration, the
dollar continues its drastic fall.
Just a few days ago, "Dollar Hits
Record Low Against Yen" and experts expect it to fall further. "No
one wants to buy dollars," said a
currency trader in Germany.
Reagan's specter of conservatism seemed to loom frighteningly large recently. Jesse Helms,
the "combative conservative"
from North Carolina, was elected
the ranking Republican on the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee (the quote is from the
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HAVE YOU BEARD ABOUT
OUR "NO-PAYMENT"
PRE-PLAN PROGRAM?

Central Center 753-3314

Cry From The
Mountain
\o Pasaes•No Bargain
7:00, 9:00

Richard Pryor is is

Critical
Condition E
7:15, 9:15

THE
MISSION
ROBERT DeNIRO
JEREMY IRONS =1
7:00, 9:20
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OVIES TO 60
Chestnut Street 753-8084

Did you know you can preplan funeral services at no
charge? You can. It will cost
you nothing at all to make your
wishes known as to your
choice of service, casket,
music,specific readings from
Scripture - even arrange for
your favorite flowers and your
clergyman.
And
these
arrangements-in-advance can
be made without cost or
obligation.
HERE'S HOW TO DO IT:
First, come in and complete
our Pre-Planning Form with
our help. The form covers all
the above-mentioned choices
and many others. Seemed, you
will receive copies of the form
for safekeeping with your
lawyer,
accountant,
designated
estate
administrator
or
family
member. Mir& a copy remains with us which you may
review from time-to-time and
update as you require.
• PEE-PAYMENT OPTIONS:
Several pre-payment plans
are available, too, if you
choose to pay in advance. But
pre-planning
does
not
necessarily
mean
prepayment. Stop by for full
details.

'The !Killer
Funeral Homes
311 North 4th St.
Murray Main Street
Hazel

FINAL WINTER

"New York Times", but I agree
with the description ). In this posiUon he will have considerable influence over how the US deals with
international issues, and will surely impose his own radical views of
racism, communism, arms
control.
Attorney General Edwin Meese
has turned his attention from his
pet project of eradicating pornography from our society:
"Meese May Seek Miranda Ruling
Reversal." It was reported that he
Is hoping to overturn the key
Supreme Court decision which requires the police to inform
criminal suspects of their legal
rights. This accomplishment, he
believes, would be a great step "in
restoring the power of sellgovernment to the people of the
United States in the suppression of
crime." Just what does he mean
by "self-government"? Is he
ulteriorly supporting police
brutality and coerced confessions? Does he think it's OK to use
harsh methods to make a suspect
talk if it will lead to a conviction?
As we all know (and as 011ie North
has so poignantly reminded us),
the Fifth Amendment protects a
man against self-incrimination.
Why does Meese find it so wrong to
Inform people of their constitutional rights?
Then there was one story that
claimed, "Our primitive
ancestors destroyed their environment, too." Is this supposed to be
reassuring? The discovery that
the earth, the atmosphere, and the
water were already being abused
and polluted a thousand years ago
does nothing to alleviate my angst
over current environmental conditions. In fact, I am afraid that the
rate of decay and deterioration
will probably increase. The
damage caused by the "savages",
combined with modern destruction of the environment(acid rain,
ozone loss, dying forests, nuclear
testing), must be irreversible.
At a time when 20 or so wars are
being fought around the world,
word of a few prospective settlements is only somewhat
heartening, but heartening none
the less. However, last week our
feeble hope for some peace was
again crushed: "Kabul Bid Rejected by Revels" and "Iran Rejects Peace Offer, Strikes Cities."
Resolutions seem virtually
impossible.
The most disturbing news photo
of the week was that of the Pennsylvania State Treasurer with a
gun in his mouth. This picture was
taken only a moment before he
killed himself in front of dozens of
people at a press conference. I'm
grateful that I was not able to
watch the countless replays of that
horrible act on American news
shows.
The most disturbing news story
vtas one in a Zurich paper, a report
on a recent study conducted by
"US News and World Report."
The magazine studied the quality
of the schools in six industrialized
nations: the US, West Germany,
Britain, France, the Soviet Union,
and Japan. In almost every
category, the US educational
system was rated the worst. The
greatest outrage of the situation is
that Reagan has just submitted a
budget that cuts education expenditures by 30%, while requesting
more money in order to pursue his
cockeyed Star Wars fantasy.
While I certainly hope for a
small resurgence of optimism, I
am afraid it will take more than a
little sunshine to make the world
seem a bright place to live in.

Dr. Jelcic to be
at public library
Calloway County Public Library
will feature Dr. Barbara Jelcic, an
author, attorney and economist
from Yugoslavia, at two upcoming
events at the library this week.
Dr. Jelcic has been a professor
at the University of Zagreb since
(Oroat'd on page 5)

Thompson-Farris vows solemnized
Miss Dena IARae Thompson
and John Carl Farris were married on &May,Dec. 28, at Murray
Woman's Club House
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Oakley and the late
Jerry Thompson. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mildred Myers of
Murray, Sam Myers of Gilbertsville and Mrs. Myrie Thompson
of Puryear, Tenn.; and the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Retha
Myers of Benton.
The groom is the ion of Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Farris and the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Farris
and Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Garland.
John Dale, minister of Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ, performed the double ring ceremony.
Music was by Mrs. Oneida White.
The altar was decorated with
two spiral candelabra, two sevenbranched candelabra and two tree
candelabra with the latter
decorated with pink carnatons,
white fugi mums and sprengeri
fern. 'rwo standing brass planters
with fern decorated the fireplace.
An arrangement of white gladioli,
red roses, pink carnations and
white fugi mums was on the
mantel.
The bride wore a formal gown of
soft white chiffon and pearled
venue lace. The fitted bodice was
fashioned with a Queen Anne
neckline, full bishop sleeves,
pearled, and a center front
waistline medallion with lace ruffles. The full skirt and attached
chapel train were designed with
multi-lace tiers and a center front
Austrian drape.
She wore a pearled halo with a
double-tiered fingertip veil and
pouff. She carried a cascading
bouquet of phalaenopeis orchids,
white roses, stephanotis,
variegated pfttoeponun, ivy and
sprengeri fern.
Miss Leslie Erwin was maid of
honor and Kelly Manker was
bridesmaid. They wore formal
length dusty rose gowns and carried hand bouquets of pink mink
proteas, ti-leaves, bird of paradise
greenery and burgundy satin
streamers.
The groom wore a white tuxedo
with matching tie and cummerbund. His boutonniere was a white
rose with stephanotis and ivy.
Mark Farris served his brother
as best man. Ray Coursey, cousin
of the groom, was groomsman.
Ushers were Jay Thompson,
brother of the bride, and Sam
Henry. They wore gray tuxedoes

Now $20
Now s 15

'Blazers, Slacks, Skirts, Sweaters,
Blouses & Dresses

used.
The reception was directed by
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Jones and
Mrs. Judy Scruggs.
Serving were Debbie Garland,
aunt of the groom, Ginger Coursey
and Shelly Caldwell, cousins of the
groom, and Johnna Jones.
The guest register was attended
by Miss Diane Oakley of Jackson,
Tenn., stepsister of the bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Farris were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner held
at Golden Corral Restaurant.
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple include the following:
A coffee given by Joy Waldrop
at her home;
A bridal tea at Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank with Sharilyn Wisehart,
Carita Boggess, Linda Alxander
and Hazel Ray as hostesses;
A shower at New Concord
Church of Christ by the Young
Adult Sunday School Class;
A bridal tea at Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank with Carolyn Caldwell, Kay
Garland, Debbie Garland and
Teresa Garland as hostesses.

Tuesday,Feb.13
First Presbyterian Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
church with Jean.Geurth in charge
of program.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Legion of Murray Moose will
meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
————
ToughLove, support group for
parents of "problem"
adolescents, will meet 7 p.m. St.
John's Episcopal Church, 1620
Math St. For information call
753-2408, 489-2891 or 753-4173.
————
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic Hall.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Estelle Gray with Pauline Cobb at
9 a.m.; Louella Beddoe with Patsy
Oakley at 7 p.m.
————

Tuesday,Feb.10
Ernest
Smith will speak at
Dr.
special activities in memory of
Dr. Martin Luther King at 7 p.m.
in the Stables, Curris Center, Murray State University. A "sing-out"
by combined choirs of Wesley
Foundation, Baptist Student Union
and Voices of Praise will follow.
Members of Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church will have
a sandwich supper at 6 p.m. at
home of Rachel Jackson before
going to Billy Graham film.
————
Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity boys will play basketball
games with Mayfield here at 6
p.m. Jazz band will play.
Calloway County High School
J.V. and Varsity boys will play
basketball games with Reidland
here at 6 p.m.
Wednesday,Feb. 11
Murray Moose Lodge will have
special enrollmet at 8 p.m.
————
Ladies day bridge with Mary C.
Lamb as hostess will be at 9:30
a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Homemakers Club will meet as
follows: Pacers at 9:30 a.m. and
Pottertovni at 10 a.m. at Boston
Tea Party at Holiday Inn; Harris
Grove at Ellis Center at 10 a.m.
New Concord at Sirloin Stockade

Wednesday,Feb.11
at 11:30 a.m.; South Pleasant at
Calloway Public Library at 1:30
p.m
Adult home mission book study
wW be at 8:30 p.m. at First Baptist
Church.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will be Parents and
Two's at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
————
Board of Murray Spouse Abuse
will meet at Pagliai's.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Board of Murray Civic Music
Association will meet at 4:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public Library.
————
Mu Tray -Callow ay County
Ministerial Association will meet
at 1:30 p.m. in private dining room
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. All county and city
ministers are invited.
————
Dr. Barbara Jelcic from
Yugoslavia will speak from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
— -——
Registration for Racer Open
Racquetball Tournament, Feb.
(Cont'd on page 5)
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Route 08
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with burgundy ties and cummerbunds and had red rose
boutonnieres.
The bride's mother wore a dusty
rose dress and the groom's mother
wore a gray dress with dusty rose
belt and jacket. They each wore a
double cymbidium orchid corsage. The grandmothers had red
rose corsages.
Mrs. Sharilyn Wiaehart directed
the wedding.
A reception followed at the club
house.
The bride's table, overlaid with
a linen cloth of the Army, Navy
pattern, was centered with two
silver candelabra decorated with
red rose, pink roses, miniature
pink carnations, white starburst
porn., gypsophila and ivy.
The three-tiered white wedding
cake was decorated with flowers
matching the candelabra. Burgundy satin ribbon trailed from the
cake top arrangement connecting
two heart-shaped cakes. Silver appointments were used.
The groom's table featured a
chocolate sheet cake with a guitar
design. A silver coffee service was
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Babies and dismissals are released
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
diarnlisals for Friday, Feb. 6. No
newborn admissions were listed.
Disminaks
Mrs. Sarah A. Parrish, Box 31,
New Concord; Mn. Patsy A.
Thorn and baby girl, 733 Nash Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Georgia F. Miller and baby
boy, Rt. 7, Benton; Mrs. Linda K.
Rogers,
, Rt. 3, Box 48, Murray; R
E. Bonner, Rt. 1, Box
128, Murray; John R. Laffoon, Rt.
7, Box 314, Murray;
Conon D. Shupe, 307 North Sixth
St., Murray; Bobby E. Hays, 805
Vine St., Murray;
Eric R. Small, Box 4465, Hart
Hall, MSU; William D. Lamon,
Rt. 1, Box 175, Paris, Tenn.;
Leon Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Bartous T. Jackson, Rt. 1, Box N,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Vincent T. Fitzgerald, Box 214,
Hazel; Mn. Barbara E. nicker,
Rt. 1, Box 135, Kirksey;
Mrs. Opal Moody, Box 296, New
Concord; Audrey W.Simmons,919
Sycamore St., Murray;
William Fair, CR Box 101,
Hamlin; Mn. Margaret K. Hinman, 802 North 18th St., Murray.

Community...
((bardfrom page 4)
Wednesday,Feb. 11
13-15 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily in
Carr Health Building should be
made by today in Campus Recreation Office at Murray State
University. For information call
762-6791.
---Works by BFA candidate Mike
McCoy will be on exhibit through
Feb. 22 in Clara M. Eagle Gallery
of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Admission is
free.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Hannah for
Valentine-Sweetheart dinner;
Ruth Wilson with Zula Sykes and
Sally Sawyer as hostesses at 7:30
p.m.; Wesleyan with Charlotte
Barker as hostess at 7 p.m.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes wW include Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
ilmusday,Feb.12
First performance of Campus
Lights of 1987 will be at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. For information call
762-428S.
---Dexter Homemakers Club will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Community Center with lesson on
"Food Choices to Lower Cancer
Risk."
---Fern Terrace Lodge will have a
Valentine party-dance with music
by Rowdy Band at 7 p.m.
---St. Leo 55 Club will have a
Valentine potluck luncheon at
12:30 p.m. in the pariah center.
New members are welcome.
---Organizational meeting for a
treatment program for women
suffering from pre-menstrual syndrome (PIE) will be at 7 p.m. in
psychological center, fourth floor,
Wells Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-2504
or 753-3875.
Last night for showing of Billy
Graham film, "Cry From the
Mountain," will be at Murray
Cheri Cinema HI.
---Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Hill Top Kash Market at Canton
from 9 to 11 cm. and at Sowell's
Wee Mart at Aurora from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
Diabetics Taking Control will be
at 4:30 p.m. in cafeteria and
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom,
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
---AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens Center at Benton. For information call 758-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
---Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity Girls will play basketball
games with Marshall County High
School here at 6 p.m.
-- "Little Shop of Horrors" will be
presented by Murray High
students at 7:80 p.m. in Murray
Middle School auditorium.
Community Theatre will present "George M!" at 7 p.m. at
Borten Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
For information call 750-1752.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
Feb 7, have been released as
follows:
Nwbona
1r
Rogers baby boy, parents, Cass aundra and Craig, 1809A
Westwood Dr., Murray.
Dismismis
Gregory B. Bennett, 306 North
Seventh St., Murray; Presley L.
Sadler, Rt. 1, Box 101,
Farmington;
Mrs. Marion P. O'Rourke, 2200
Gatesborough Circle, Murray;
Jeremy B. Speight, 1601 Loch Lomond, Murray;
Mrs. Marjorie A. Adkison, Rt. 5,
Mayfield; Mrs. Mary G. Bynum,
Rt. 8, Coldwater Rd., Murray;
Chase D. Cope, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
Miss Amy E. Clayton, Rt.1, Box
179, Paris, Tenn.;
Mn. Alma P. Jackson, Rt. 1,
Box 57, Almo; Glenn D. Skaggs,
Rt. 8, Box 862, Murray;
Wiliam
Winn, Rt. 5, Box 430,
Murray; Lloyd H. McKhmey, Rt.
6, Box 58A2, Murray;
Mrs. Louise A. Lowry,715 River
Rd., Murray; Roy E. Bynum, 2107
Coldwater Rd., Murray.
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Feb.
8, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Sewell baby girl, parents, Jody
and Eric, 104 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Paris, Tenn.;
Coursey baby boy, parents, Mitzie and Kenneth, Rt. 1, Box 171A,
Almo;
Reynolds baby boy, parents, Jill
and Leslie, Rt. 9, Box 484, Benton.

Dismissals
Mrs. Ruth A. West and baby
boy, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Sherry A
Kolba, Rt. 2, Hickory;
Mn. Charlotte A. Swift and
baby girl, Rt. 3, Box 159, Benton;
Terry L. Sumner, Dill's Trailer
Park, Murray;
Wesley T. Callicott, Rt. 2, Box
246, Springville, Tenn.; Lloyd
Wilkerson, Rt. 1, Box 71, Dexter;
Harold B. Howard, Rt. 7, Box
288, Murray; Mrs. Pauline Davis
Rt. 1, Box 35, Almo; Max B. Hurt,
Rt. 1, Box 12, Kirksey;
Mrs. Treva M. Jones, 217 South
13th St., Murray; Hobart D. Hudson, 524 Whitnell, Murray.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Monday, Feb. 9. No
newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Thomas Paschall, Rt. 2, Box 301,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Eula
Wilkinson, Rt. 1, Box 37, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Willie Wynns, 3122
Meadowside, Nashville, Tenn.;
Clerris Wilson, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Irma Perry, Convalescent
Division, MOCH; Henry Brown,
Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Tina Garland and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 340, Farmington;
Edgar Currin, 1606 Main St.,
Murray;
Bobby Story, 1064 West Ninth
St., Mayfield; Richard Smith, Rt.
2, Box n, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
Ms. Norma Buchanan, Rt. 1,
Hazel; John Morrison, Rt. 8,
Murray;
Mrs. Gustine Dill (expired) Rt.
6, Box 294 A, Murray.

DATEBOOK
MCMA Board will meet
Board of Murray Civic Music Association will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 11, at 4:30 p.m. at Calloway Public Library. Roger Paige, director of Kentucky Arts Council, will meet with the board. All members
are urged to attend, according to Kay Carman, president of the
board.

St. Leo 55 Club will meet
St. Leo 55 Club will have a Valentine potluck luncheon on Thursday,
Feb. 12, at 12:30 p.m. in the parish center at St. Leo's Catholic
Church. New members are welcome for food, fun and fellowship, a
club spokesman said.

Fern Terrace Lodge plans party
A Valentine party and dance will be Thursday, Feb. 12, at 7 p.m. at
Fern Terrace Lodge. Music will be presented by the Rowdy Band.
Refreshments will be served. This event Is for the residents and staff
at Fern Terrace and their relatives and friends, a lodge spokesman
said.

Diabetic program on Thursday
"Diabetic Diet Exchange - New Guidelines" will be presented by
Suzanne Seeley, R.D., at Diabetics Taking Control on Thursday, Feb.
12, at 4:30 p.m. in cafeteria of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Persons are asked to note the change in time and place of meeting.
Following the meeting a meal will be served at discount prices. For
more information call 753-5131, ext. 131.

By Rainey Apperson
Was the first Valentine religious
or romantic?
The origin of Valentine's Day is
still a mystery. Did it have a
romantic or a religious beginning?
Perhaps we'll never know, but
what is certain is the popularity of
this holiday.
According to American greeting
card industry projections, 850
million valentines will be exchanged this Feb. 14. In fact, this
holiday is one of the most popular
card exchanging occasions, second only to Christmas.
History has recorded the existence of about eight St. Valentines says Sharron Uhler, curator
for the Hallmark Historical Collection, one of the world's largest
collections of historic and antique
cards.
Probably the best noted Valentine was the young Christian martyr who, during the third century,
was imprisoned in Rome for refusing to worship pagan gods. According to legend, St. Valentine healed his jailer's blind daughter and
fell in love with her. Before he was
beheaded by the Romans, he sent
a farewell message to her, which
was signed, "From Your Valen-

tine." The symbolic sending of a
note with a message of affection
has come to represent the loving
emotion we express through
valentines today.
The ancient Roman festival,
known as the Feast of Lupercalia,
marks another origin of Valentine's Day. Celebrated on Feb. 14
- the day that birds were thought
to mate - the feast honored the
pagan god Lupercua.
The celebration included a "love
lottery" in which young maidens
would write their names on cards
and place them into a large urn in
the public square. The unmarried
men would each in turn select a
woman's card from the urn and
would then court that maiden for a
year.
While the "love lottery" custom
quickly died out, the tradition of
sending notes of love and affection, or valentines, remained. A
valentine sent in 1415 from
Charles, Duke of Orleans to his
wife, while he was imprisoned in
the Tower of London, is the
earliest known valentine.
Love is not the only message being expressed in the 850 million
valentines that will be exchanged

this year. According to Dr R.
Chris Martin, consultin motivan1
tional psychologist for
Cards, Inc., a valentine holds
clues to the sender's personality.
People who choose "Peanuts"
cards, for example, are usually
upbeat and possess a strong sense
of humor, according to Martin. In
fact, they often use gentle humor
to get their Valentine message
across. Although they are stable
individuals with both feet firmly
planted on the ground, they appreciate the whimsical side of life.
And they like their romance to
mix fun with intellectual
stimulation.
People who choose one of the
many carts that include silly puns
and tunny sight gags want to get
their. messages across without
assuming too much intimacy between sender and receiver.
Those who choose oversized
cards, like Hallmark's super-sized
16-by-24-inch Colossal Valentines,
want to make an impression, according to Martin. "The cards are
so big the recipient has to put them
on display. This kind of valentine
Is sure to generate a larger-thanusual reaction."
People who like cards with
hearts and flowers and all the
trimmings like to romanticize,
Martin said. "They like looking at
life through rose-tinted glasses.
Optimistic, they believe in love
and want it to last forever. They
are profuse with compliments and
expect nothing less in return."
Happy Valentine's Day!!

Library..,
(Cont'dfrom page 4)
1.:i She has published several
books and numerous articles on
the subjects of tax policy, finance
and the social effects of taxation.
She has lectured in the Soviet
Union, United States, Hungary,
Poland and West Germany
primarily on economics.
The Yugoslavian professor will
speak at the public library on
Wednesday, Feb. 11, from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m. The Murray International Club will be special guests.
The public is invited to attend.
On Thursday, Feb. 12, Calloway
County seventh graders studying
economics will have the opportunity to hear Dr Jelcic. She will
be talking about the economic
system in her country as compared to that of the United States.
She also will present a slide show
and have a discussion session.
"I think this will be an invaluable opportunity for these
economics' students. Experiences
like this increase interest and enthusiasm in a subject," said Holly
Bloodworth, program director for
the public library.
Dr. Jelcic's visit is being sponsored by Murray State University.

Who:

RAY HARM
Wildlife Artist

When:

WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 11
9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

Downtown

Main Office

5th & Main

La Leche League plans meeting
La Leche League of Calloway County will meet Thursday, Feb. 12,
at 7 p.m. at the home of Barb KIlby, 408 North Sixth St., Murray. This
will be a couples' meeting and husbands are encouraged to attend
with their wives. LLL group meetings are not lectures or classes, but
Informal discussions conducted by an experienced breast feeding
mother who has been qualified to represent LLL. Topics discussed include the advantages of breastfeeding and basic breastfeeding
techniques. Other physical and psychological aspects of
breastfeeding are also covered. This month's discussion will include
something interesting for Dad. For further details call 436-2227 or
436-2122.

FINAL
FALL & WINTER
MARKDOWN
*Fragrances
'Accessories

*Jewelry

1Billfolds, Handbags,
Belts, Scarves)

*Lingerie and Much,
Much More!

Phice

Mademoiselle
Shop
Downtown Ct. Square

753-3882

southstdit Maoist*
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Hugh Houston, FBLA member, sells spirit buttons to students as one
of the chapter's fund raising projects.

Helium-filled balloon with messages inside were released recently
by fifth and sixth graders at Southwest Elementary to celebrate
'Kids Day," which is sponsored by the Kentucky P.T.A.

Southwest participates in Kids Day
Robin Williams, former Murray
High School FBLA president,
received the first local scholarship
presented by the MRS chapter for
educational excellence and
Leadership qualities.

Craig Schwettmaa was crowned
as Morp King during the 'anal
fund raising Morp Dance sponsored by FBLA.

tr"
4'A

Pictured are (left to right) Angela Whited, Mitzi Boggess, and Lori
Payne, who represented the Murray High chapter of FBLA at the
State Leadership Conference held in Louisville.

Murray High celebrates FBLA week
The Murray High School
Chapter of FBLA is celebrating
National FBLA Week, Feb. 8
through 14. FBLA stands for
Future Business Leaders of
America, an organization of high
school business students who are
preparing for careers in the
business world.
In addition to classroom training, these students develop leadership qualities and civic responsibility through the activities and
projects of the chapter.
The planned activities for this
special week include making announcements Cu the radio, writing
newspaper articles, displaying
posters in the school and cammunity, and honoring the faculty.
'lite Riedel project for the week
is "Have a Heart For Man's Best
Friends." Requests for animal
food and bedding materials as well
as money are being math to
donate to the Humane Soddy.
Tbe chapter's activitien are not
confined to this one week. After a
membership drive at the Wenning of the school year, money
making projects are planned in
order to finance the service projects, travel and participation fees
at regime', state, and national
competitions. The chapter has
been able to finance all activities

3 NEW CHANNELS
ON MURRAY CABLEVISION
4111
=
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VIDEO HITS ONE"

without assistance from the school
system.
Service projects have included
donating food to Needline, sending
supplies to a children's home, taking coloring books to children in
the hospital, contributing toys for
the fire department's Cliristmas
party, and donating food to the
Humane Society.
In addition, the chapter contributes annually to a state FBLA
scholarship fund. The chapter
recently established its own
scholarship program for a senior
FBLA member who plans to major in business.
The Murray High FBLA officers
this year are: Mitzi Boggess,
president; Amy Long, vice president; Michelle Spann, secretary;
Tami Wagner, treasurer; Angela
Whited, historian; Tony Robinson,
reporter; and Tisha Morris,
paritunentarian.
The advisers are Martha
Crawford and Sue Miller.

Southwest Elementary School
recently participated in the Kentucky P.T.A. sponsored "Kids
Day." Helium-filled balloons purchased from We 'rake the Cake
were released by 123 students in
the fifth and sixth grades.
Each balloon carried a
laminated note with the student's
name and school address requesting the finder to notify the
student when and where the
balloon was found.
By Jan. 21, letters from many
locations were received at
Southwest. Letters from Kentucky
cities included Hardin, Robards
and Louisville. Out-of-state replies
were received from Pomery,
Ohio; Woodburne, New York (LIO
miles north of New York City; and
Porucsutowney, Pa.
Students at Southwest have enjoyed this project which involves
some geography as well as thank.
you letters to different people for
their cooperation.
The State P.T.A. will award a

$100 savings bond to the student
whose balloon travels the greatest
distance.

Delbert Butts, representative of
the Temperance League, recently
spoke to the Calloway County Middle School student body concerning drug and alcohol abuse.

Calloway Middle School sponsors
fund raiser Jump Rope for Heart

Calloway County Middle School
students show the prises available
for the participants of "Jump
Rope for Heart." Front row,left to
right are Lima Rickman and Lynn
Boaz; back row are Sara Thompson and Amy Nesbitt.

Calloway County Middle School
will be sponsoring ''Jump Rope
for Heart" again this year. The
fund-raising event promotes the
importance of good physical
fitness and is co-sponsored by the
American Heart Association, Kentucky affiliate; and the Kentucky
Association of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and
Dance.
Tommy Greer, the local school
coordinator for "Jump Rope for
Heart," said that the students will
be obtaining pledges from friends,
relatives, and others based on the
number of minutes their team can

jump rope.
The students will be working
together in teams of six. Each
team member will jump rope until
tiring and then pass the rope to the
next member.
"Jump Rope for Heart" raised
over $300,000 last year to help the
American Heart Association fund
its research, education and community programs in the state.
Each participant will receive a
certificate of appreciation and
may win prizes ranging from shoe
laces to fashion watches, depending upon the amount of money
they raise.

24 hours a day! A different kind of video music
— the flip side of MTV. It's one of a kind! It's one
hit after another! One-on-One interviews! One-time
classics! One way or another be sure to call your
cable company and say you want your music.

CHANNEL 47

THE
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Discovery
CHANNEL

CAUDLE VALUE
IVETWORK

Nature. Science and Technology. History. World
Exploration. Human Adventure. Eighteen hours a day
of the finest entertaing non-fiction television the world
has to offer. Discover the channel with a difference.
Discover the Discovery Channel. Only on cable.

TEMPORARILY ON CHANNEL 46

Now, 24 hours a day, you can save on a department store variety of name brand products at
warehouse prices. Just turn on CVN, watch, shop
and order by credit card or check. Call
1-800-422-2454. We'll ship your order, covered by
our no-hassle return policy, right to your door.
So tune in to CVN now. We're everything you love
about shopping. At home.

Pictured shove is the Calloway Middle School math team which finished as runner-up in the Eleventh Annual
Regional Math Bowl, recently held at Paducah Community College. They defeated schools from Henderson,
Dawson Springs and Mayfield, before losing to a school tram Owensboro in the finals. The team will travel to
Frankfort to the state champloulps. First row (L to It) um deg Mooch, Dan Mitchell, Travis Turner and
Dale McCalion. Back row is Sean Vaughn, Amy Lamb,P.J.Lucian and James Barrett. Not pictured is coach
Bill Miller.

TEMPORARILY ON CHANNEL 42
THESE CHANNELS WILL MOVE TO
THEIR PERMANENT CHANNEL
NUMBER SOMETIME IN MARCH.
MURRAY

CABLE
VISliffN
Bei-Air Center
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753-5005
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KENTUCKY IS ME
NEW STAR IN OUR UNION.

Which puts us in our best state ever.
We're 1st Nationwide Bank,a Federal Savings Bank with over 250 branches
in California,New York,Florida, Hawaii,
Ohio,Colorado, Missouri,and now
Kentucky And we're united to bring you
better banking.
The kind ofbanking you won't find
at the little savings outposts.
Because in our unity there is uncommon strength: over $15 billion in
assets and more than 100 years ofexperience. Vast resources,enabling us to
offer high-interest options that give you
more for your savings dollars—for instance,

an interest-bearing checking account
you can open with as little as $200.Plus
a wide choice ofinnovative home loans
tailored to fit a range ofindividual needs.
There's another principle that unites
us: an undivided dedication to personal
service. Our people will take the time
to give you answers,suggestions,and
sound advice.
And the strength ofour union is
recognized way beyond our home territory.Through our membership in the
1st Nationwide Network,you as a
1st Nationwide Bank customer will enjoy
check-cashing rights and privileges at

hundreds oflocations across the country.
We've come to Kentucky to put our
strength and spirit to work for you. And
we're here to stay.
So visit your nearest 1st Nationwide
Bank branch—and join the union.
We'll show you it's simply a matter of
common sense.

isi NATIONWIDE
,PERIA1

11

irriabo
4 NWIDE NETWORK
banking.

The bankers that changed

Over $15 billion in assets. More than 250 branches in California,New York,Florida,Hawaii,Ohio,Colorado, Missouri and Kentucky
(606)233-2167•
582-3301•111 S. 1st St., La Grange(502)582-3301 • 2007 Versailles Rd., Lexington

6018 Bardstown Rd., Fern Creek (502)582-3301 • 267 S. Main St.,Florence (606)371-8871 • 10130 Taylorsville Rd.,Jeffersontown(502)
Preston Highway,Louisville(502)582-3301•101 N. Hurstboume Lane,Louisville
501 S. Main St., London (606)878-7215 • 1 Lincoln Square, Louisville(502)582-3301 •4026 Taylorsville Rd.,Louisville(502)582-3301•8600
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Kirk to seek nomination for attorney general's office
Raymond Douglas Kirk, General
Counsel for the Kentucky Railroad
Commission for the past three
will seek the Democratic
Nomination for the Office of Attorney General in the May
Primary.
Kirk to a native of Eastern Kentucky having attended primary and
secondary schools in MartinCounty. For the past ten years Kirk has
resided in Lexington, Kentucky
where he has practiced law.
Kirk graduated from Morehead
State University in 1970 majoring
in Political Science and Sociology

rolu

and later earned a law degree from
the University of Kentucky in 1972.
Kirk has been active as a Plaintiff's
Attorney for the past 14 years
representing individuals in Black
Lung, Social Security Benefits, personal injury and civil rights
litigation
'The primary issue in the campaign and election of the next Attorney General in Kentucky will
center around who is not only the
most qualified but what candidate
Is truly free and independent from
special interest obligations to
represent the interest of Kentucky

Mills to be candidate

Danielle Alexaeder, chairman of the FBLA Week committee, MLA
President Mitzi Boggess and FBLA Week committee member
Brescia Huie join with Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis in proclaiming
this week as Future Business Leaders of America/Phi Beta Lunde
Week in Murray. The three tuture business leaders are members of
the Murray High School FBLA chapter.
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Drane Shelley, director of
general services at Murray State
University, has announced his intention to retire at the end of June
after 23 years of service on the
university staff.
A native of Henry County who
grew up in Louisville, Shelley was
hired as purchasing agent in 1964
and named director of purchasing
in 1967. He became director of
general services and his duties
were expanded as the result of a
reorganization in 1085.
He first became familiar with
Murray State during five years and
two tours of duty with the ROTC
program, from 1955 to 1959 and in
198041, as chief of operations in the
Department of Military Science.
y retired from the Army in
1964 at the rank of sergeant major.
His 22 years of active duty also included two tours of duty in Germany and three in Korea.

A tank commander and later, at
age 20, the youngest first sergeant
of a tank company in the entire armored force, Shelley served with
Gen. George S. Patton's 4th Armored Division. He was part of the
Normandy invasion force in June
144 and was with the Oh Division
when it broke through to link up
with the 101st Airborne Division at
Bastogne.
Shelley, who will continue to live
in Murray, indicated he is looking
forward to more time for fishing on
the nearby lakes and to trips to
Florida during the winter months.
"I've enjoyed my years at Murray State," he said, "and I regret
leaving — but it's time for me to
move on and make room for some
new faces."
He and his wife Laura have two
daughters, Bonnie Bogart of Murray and Joyce Roes of Paducah,
and two sons, Johnny of Murray
and Buddy of Henderson.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Girl Serious About Love Still
Plays Behind Parents' Backs
I)EAR ABBY: I am 16 years old
and have been having a serious love
relationship with a 21-year-old guy
who is in the military. We met four
months ago and see each other four
or five times a week, but I feel very
guilty because the time we spend
together is kept from my parents. I
have to make up lies about where
I'm going and who I'm with. All my
friends know about him and have
helped us to sneak around.
We are very much in love and tell
each other 80 often. This is not a
schoolgirl crush, Abby. He's the
man I want to spend the rest of my
life with. We're having sex but we
are careful.
I want to introduce this wonderful
guy to my parents, but I'm afraid if
they know I'm seeing a 21-year-old
guy they will forbid me to see him
again, or even make trouble for him
at the base.
I've read your column since I was
11 years old and trust your advice.
Please publish this for us and other
couples who have this problem, and
don't say where it's from. I know
we're not the only ones.
FORBIDDEN LOVE

DEAR FORBIDDEN: A 21year-old guy is a man — or
should be — and it's very unmanly to sneak around with a
girl behind her parents' backs.I
think you should introduce this
wonderful guy to your parents.
If he's as wonderful as you say
he is, he will quit sneaking
around and look them in the
eye. If he's not, maybe he's not
as wonderful as you think he is.
Think about it.
•••

Abby, if children want to "honor"
their parents, why don't they give
them a party instead of inviting
people and asking them to pay for
it? We have received several invitations like this one, and think it's
terrible. We aren't cheap, but this is
like buying a ticket to a party.
Most of the people in this area
read your column, so maybe if you
ran this (no names, please) you
could put a stop to these pay-yourown-way affairs.
MASSACHUSETTS MRS.
DEAR MRS.: If a group of
friends want to join together to
honor someone, then each
cheerfully pays his or her own
way. But for family members to
"honor" one of their own, and
ask invited guests to pay for it,
is out of line.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I do my grocery
shopping at a very large supermarket. There is one checkout
woman (I guess you'd call her a
cashier) who has been there for
many years. She's not young.
Anyway, yesterday when she
checked out my groceries, she
leaned toward me and said, "I lost
my beloved Ricardo after 48 years of
marriage; he had a massive heart
attack with no warning." I didn't
know what to say except,"Gee, I'm
really sorry."
Abby, I don't even know this
lady's name! She certainly did lay
a depressing bit of news on me. I left
the store feeling down in the dumps.
I didn't need to hear that kind of
news from a total stranger. Please
comment.
IN THE DUMPS
DEAR IN: Perhaps you didn't
need to hear that kind of news
from a total stranger, but apparently she needed to talk
about it. Sometimes the best
thing we can do for a person is
to listen. A little compassion,
please.
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•FORMERLY RICKMAN-NORSWORTHY'
SALE ENDS SATURDAY

WE'RE THE

CAR EXPERTS!
Now Spring Arrivals Daily!

CAM & CARRY

talon Cabinet. In calendar years
1155, 1155 and 1984 Kirk acted as
voluntary General Counsel to the
COMIT111111011 and has donated in excess of 5,000 hours of time without
compensation. Kirk has sought
federal action on his own behalf
against state official' in 1985 for
failure to honor and approve personal service contracts submitted
by him as legal counsel to the
Commission.

Director of general services, MSU,
announces retirement as of June 30

DEAR ABBY. My husband and I
just received another one of those
so-called invitations that go like
this: "The children of Mr. and Mrs.
Blankety-Blank are planning to
honor their parents on their 25th
wedding anniversary. It will come
to $17.50 a plate for the dinner, plus
$7.50 if you want to go in on the
group gift."

250

$599

Each

BE A CORN-AUSTIN
VALENTINE!

Nec

Create a Fresh New Mood

Short on storage?

Career state government
employee Alma Waddell of
Frankfort has announced her candidacy for secretary of state.
Addressing a gathering in the

rotunda of the state capitol, the
Knott County native cited her experience in state government and
her committment to running the
secretary of state's office in a professional and efficient manner.
''It is time to elect new leadership," Waddell said. "It is time for
Kentuckians to carefully choose
leadership who bring to the office
fresh and innovative ideas and a
reputation of integrity and high
standards."
Pledging to serve the people of
Kentucky with a deep sense of
dedication, integrity and pride,
Waddell noted Kentucky's proud
past and its promising future.
"Kentucky's future greatness can
only be achieved through the election of qualified and experienced
leaders," she said, adding, "Kentucky's next office holders will
lead the state into a new decade
and it's vital that those individuals
meet the highest qualifications
and standards."

—

WALL PANELING
Floral
Reed
u.
11 49

memorial is a replica of the
Washington memorial and is
scheduled to arrive in Frankfort on
April 77 Mills is working with
veterans groups on the project.
Mille served one term in the Kentucky House of Representatives in
1962. Since then she has served four
year terms as Clerk of the Court of
Appeals, Treasurer, Secretary of
State and is in her second term as
State Treasurer.

Waddell seeks.secretary of state'office

Italian
Spaghetti Special
Si 49

ONLY
With Garlic Bread

You can

Frances Mills

BETTY BOSTON
753 3166

KENTUCKY

State Treasurer Frances Jones
Mills has announced that she would
be a candidate for Secretary of
State. Mills, quoting from Isaiah,
said she would "soar like an eagle
and would run and not get weary.'
Mills said that having held that
post before, she was on the
threshold of new programs which
she would be able to institute immediately. Two programs she
listed were:
1. Notification to voters who had
not voted in the past three consecutive elections that they faced
removal from voter roils. Mills said
she felt this would be "removing
one of the most precious rights and
responsibilities as Americans."
2. An education program for the
state's secondary schools to make
students aware, as future voters, of
voting rules and procedures.
Mills said her campaign would in
no way infringe upon the orderly
flow of work in the Treasurer's office nor with her commitment to
bringing a Vietnam War Memorial
replica to Frankfort. The Vietnam
Memorial project was announced
last June by Mills and is a traveling "Mini Memorial" with all
casualties and missing in action of
the Vietnam War listed on it. The

Citizens at a time in state government when credibility and faith is
at an all time low. The voters and
c.itisens desperately need an Attorney General who will restore
confidence and trust in the State
(apitol," Kirk stated.
Kirk has represented the Kentucky Railroad Commission in the
past three years in litigation
against the Office of Governor, Attorney General, and the Transpor-
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Practice could result in beautiful finish

WON° 1(001 1,00

THIS HOUSE FEATURES A GREENHOUSE which converts to
a screened porch in summer. A sheltered entrance leads to an
L-shaped living-dining area with a two-story high ceiling. Plan
HA1400H has 1,242 square feet on the first floor and 490 on the
second. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to Homes for Living, 107-40 Queens Blvd.,
Forest Hills, NY 11375.

Household problems need
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I tried to open some windows in our house and found
several were stuck and would not
move. They are the doublehung
type, the kind where one window
slides up, the other down. We had
our house painted a few months
ago and have never had the windows open since, becau-se we have
air conditioning. Is it possible
some paint got stuck in the channels and that is why the windows
are stuck. If so, how do we get
them loose?
A. — You have hit on the probable — almost certain — cause of
the trouble. If you have a putty
knife, insert the blade between the
sash and the strip along the channel. Tap the head of the knife with
a hammer gently. Keep doing this
at different places along the sash
and then try to move it. No force is
required. Once the paint seal has
been broken, the sash will move
easily, provided there has been no
warpage, in which case you should
call in a professional to help you.
If you succeed in getting the sash
loose, lubricate the sliding part
with a lubricant you can buy in a
hardware store.
Q. — I would like to get a
sprinkler system for our lawn,
which is very large and extends
around the side and back. Do you
think I will be able to Install it
myself?
A. — Some lawn sprinkler
systems are fairly simple, some
very complex. You have to be your
own judge of what you can handle.
The.best way is to shop for a
system suitable for the size of your
property, and find out the cost of it
as is or installed. You must also
find out whether you are permitted by the codes in your town to do

such work, since it involves water
lines. You can attempt your own
Installation. From here it appears
you should have it done, since your
question implies your do-ityourself experience may be
Q. — I saw a large amount of
lumber stored the other day. It
was in an open shed, but the top
was protected from the rain by a
home-made roof. I noticed the
ends of all the boards had been
painted. What is the reason for
this?
A a.
;
- The ends of long boards are
sometimes painted or otherwise
sealed because the ends dry out
much faster than the centers. If
the wood is stored for a period of
time, warping will result. Painting
the ends is not always done, but it
Is a precautionary measure.
Q. — I took all the old varnish off
a piece of furniture. It took out
most of the color, but a little still
remains. I haven't done anything
to it yet. Should I try to get out the
color by sanding?
A. — You can try, but if that
doesn't work, use a commercial
bleach. Follow the directions exactly. Work where there is plenty
of ventilation, wear gloves, be
very careful and sand the wood
with fine paper after you have
completed the bleaching.
(The techniques of using varnish, lacquer, shellac, bleach,
remover, stain, etc., are detailed
In Andy Lang's handbook, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," which
can be obtained by sending 50
cents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, NY
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column.)

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfestures
That beautiful finish you see on
much quality furniture usually is
lacquer, but it is lacquer that has
been applied by professionals with
sophisticated spraying equipment.
While that fact makes it a bit difficult for do-it-yourselfers to
achieve comparable results, those
willing to follow certain fundamentals, practice a little and
exercise extra care will be
rewarded with a handsome,
durable finish sure to bring many
compliments.
Whether you are using some
kind of sprayer or a brush,lacquer
must be diluted with lacquer thinner, the exception being when you
use lacquer from a small spraying
can. in which case it is properly
mixed. It is a good practice to use
a thinner made by the same
manufacturer as the lacquer,
since there are slight variations.
Follow the directions as to the proper ratio of thinner to lacquer. If
there are no such instructions, use
50 percent of the thinner to 50 percent of the lacquer. You can
change the percentages after you
have experimented with the
mixture.
More than any other finish, lacquer should be tested again and
again until you acquire the knack
of using it. It has two special properties you must keep in mind.
The first is that it dries very quickly, which is an advantage that
enables you to put on several
finishes in one day and, also, to
avoid the retention of dust under
normal conditions. The other thing
that should be kept in mind is that
lacquer acts as a remover on most
other finishes. That means you
cannot apply it over varnish or
paint. It sometimes can be used
over shellac, but make a test first.
Lacquer will soften and wrinkle
varnish or paint, so if either of
those finishes is on the wood, it
must be removed before you can
apply lacquer.
The disadvantage of lacquer's
quick-drying qualities is that you
cannot go back over an area you
have just finished. If you are using
a brush, for instance, work evenly
and rapidly, flowing on the lacquer and not brushing it back and
forth. As soon as one section is
finished, dip the brush in the lacquer and start immediately on the
adjoining section, blending the second part into the edges of the
first. The merger must be done
quickly, before the first section
has had time to set, which can be a
matter of seconds. Subsequent
coats (three or four thin coats are
better than one thick coat) wth
take care of any missed spots.
Sanding between coats of lac.

For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880

quer is recommended in some
quarters, not recommended in
others. See how you feel about it
during your testing period. For
years, we have been sanding very,
very lightly between coats and
have found this method acceptable. Some professionals feel that
each succeeding coat blends well
into the previous one without the
necessity of sanding. What you do
to the final coat determines the
kind of finish you get, which is true
of almost any type of material.
Sanding with a "wet" sandpaper,

using water as the lubricant, adds
a satiny appearance, as does a fine
grade of prumice powder. A
follow-up with rottenstone powder
and water restores the gloss if that
Is what you want. Rubbing compounds also are good, while wax
will help to preserve the finish
If you intend to use a brush for
the lacquering, make sure you get
what is known gas brushing lacquer. There are many more
varieties of lacquer than most people know. Besides the usual and
best known clear lacquer, there is

a water-white type when you don't
want to change the color of the
wood even a tiny bit. This
sometimes is used after you have
bleached the wood. Other lacquers
include flat and semi-glosses, lacquer enamels and many others
with pigments. Thus, if you needed
a black finish and wanted it to be
lacquer, you would get a black lacquer. You would still have to
regard it as a lacquer rather than
a paint and follow the precautions
that are allied with regular
lacquer.
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Deal Yourself
✓ Greater Comfort
•Lower Energy Cost
•Rebates to $40
•Cost Effectiveness
Between February 1, 1987,
and March 31, 1987, Do-It
will ANTE-UP a rebate of
$1.00 per regular bag (or
$.50 per mini-bag) to a
maximum of $40 per
household.
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The Econo
garage door.
Budget price.
The Phenix Econo is a solid
garage door with a price that
will surprise you With all the
advantages of a higher priced
door Ask about Phenox's
limited 1 year warranty /
See the Econo
today
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in extreme temperatures
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And Roof Coatings
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Take a
close look at your house
Now take a closer look at Reynolds Aluminum. Reynolds Aluminum has low-maintenance
products to help solve your repair or repainting problems in all these areas'
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Before your maintenance problems get tougher to solve—and more expensive—act today
Save yourself time and upkeep chores by calling OUI specialist in Reynolds Aluminum Building
Products. He has the experience to discuss the work yc•ur home needs and give you a FREE,
no-obligation estimate
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Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
802 Chestnut St., Murray
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Lady Racers cruise

Arena slump

MSU comes together
for win over Eastern

Racers lose at home,
slip into fifth place
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
The Murray State Racers have
done a couple of things that they
weren't able to do last year.
They've been winning road
games, taking three OVC away
contests thus far. However, the
Racers have dropped three at
home as well, after falling to
Eastern Kentucky, 85-76, last
night.

ed the Lady Colonels 55-41.
Eastern jumped off to 4-0' lead
with buckets by Tracy Korbutt
and Carla Coffey. MSU then
responded with 9 unanswered
points on two baskets by Smith,
one by Feth, and a Melody OtUnger three point goal. After Coffey sank two free throws, two
Jeannie Pollms.n three-footers
and a Smith layup gave the Lady
Racers a nine-point lead, from
which they never looked back.

By DAVID RAKE Y
Sports Wrher
Togetherness was the theme for
the Murray State Lady Racers as
they outran the Eastern Kentucky
Lady Colonels 72-48.
"I don't want to be a sports
cliche, but it was a total team effort." MSU coach Bud Childers
said after he emptied the bench
down the strech.
Sophomore guard Rona Poe led
a balanced scoring attack with 16
points, followed by Geralyn Feth
and Sheila Smith each added with
14. Freshman forward Holly
Baker came off the bench to add 7,
all in the first half when Murray
ran up a 40-25 halftime advantage.
The victory pushed the third
place Lady Racers to 15-7, 6-3 in
Ohio Valley Conference action,
while Eastern, under first-year
mentor George Cox, fell to 8-14
overall, and 3-6 in the OVC. Murray State embarks on a crucial
road trip this weekend with visits
to first and second place Tennessee Tech and Middle Tennessee coming up Saturday and
Monday.
Murray took advantage of poor
Eastern shooting to sit comfortably in a zone defense for most of
the contest. The Lady Colonels
shot a paltry 22 percent for the
game
17 percent in the
second hail.
shot 54 percent forte contest and outrebound-

MURRAY STATZ
()ginger 1-3, 0-1, 3, Feth 742. 0-0.
14, PoUrnan 3-7, 0-1, 6, Poe 6-9, 8-4.
16, Smith 7-13, 0-0, 14, Gray 0-0,0-0,
0, Payne 2-4, 0-0, 4, Johnson 2-4,
0-1, 4, Huffman 1-2, 0-0, 2, Baker
3-5, 1-3, 7, Little. 0-0, 0-0, 0, Matthews 1-2, 0-2, 2.
EMMEN KENTUCKY
Coffey 7-14, 44,1$, Carrico 2-5, 2-2,
44, 10, anus: 1-12,
a Garbutt
34.S. Chestnut 2-9, 0-0, 4, Marshel
0-3, 0-0, 0. Btuityn 2-19, 0-0, 5,
Taylor 0-0, 0-0, 0, Branch 0-3, 0-1, 0.
Rattler 0-0, 0-0, 0
Attendance- 680

Childers said his team is really
looking forward to this weekend.
"As I was heading into the
locker room at the end of the
game, I could hear them chanting
'Tech, Tech,- he said afterwards
"They want that game"

Sweet
revenge. • •
Calloway upsets Tigers in
big middle school rivalry
"I want to congratulate coach
Waller and coach (Randy) McCallon," Murray coach Rick
Fisher said. "They did a great job
of getting their players ready:'
"I think they're the best eighthgrade team I've seen in this area
in a long time," Waller said.
"Murray's still the favorite in the
tournament."

It's been a long time coming, but
Calloway Middle School coach
Stan Waller has proven to his team
and everyone else that the Lakers
can beat Murray.
As seventh graders, Murray
downed the Le.kers by 47 points
and the Tigers blew put Calloway
by 27 earner this season. However,
Calloway had little trouble with
the Murray Dress in picking up a
38-34 win, last night.
"Basically, they had to play our
game," Waller said.

The win boosted Calloway to 6-4
and ruined Murray's chances of a
perfect season by dropping them
to 10-1.
Willis (limey led the Tigers
with 14 points. Joey Baszell added
nine.

Calloway was led by Michael
Boyd, who pumped in 18 points and
grabbed 1$ rebounds. The reason
for the turn-around in Boyd's
game from the last contest was
simple, according to Waller.
"We got him the ball," he said.
Murray could only manage 11-62
from the field.
Calloway jumped out to a 14-7
lead after a quarter and led 21-19
at the half, thanks to Murray's 8-13
free-throw shooting in that period.
Calloway built the lead to 27-19
in the third and led by as much as
15 in the final period.

Travis Turner and Kevin Newell
chipped in eight and seven points,
respectively, for Calloway.
"I'm disappointed for the kids,"
Fisher said of losing the
undefeated season. "They really
wanted it."
Murray faces South Marshall,
Feb. 12. Calloway opens the
district tournament, in Murray,
against Benton, Feb. 16.
A win would set up a rematch
with Murray which drew a bye.

011177'Af

Staff *so by Clay Walker

Racer Bruce Jackson goes up for two of his 12 points in last night's
loss to Eastern Kentucky. Murray State dropped an 85-76 decision to
the Colonels.

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Newport
Catholic Central's Frank Jacobs
will wear No. 1 on his jersey when
the Kentucky All-Stars play Tennessee this summer,signifying his
selection as the state's first "Mr.
Football."
"It's a shock," said Jacobs, who
was voted the honor by the state's
sportswriters and sportscasters.
"I didn't think I would get it. It's a
real privilege and honor."
Jacobs, a 6-foot-5, Ma-pound
tight end and linebacker, is a twotime all-state pick and was named
to several All-America teams this
year.
Other finalists chosen by a committee of the Kentucky Associated
Press Sports Editors and announced Monday were Louisville Male
tight end Jeff Ellis, wide receiver
Eddie Thomas of Fort Knox and

VALENTINE'S DAY

Ask about our
5-year
Parts & Labor
Protection Plan

'Prices good
while supplies last
thru Feb 14th

linebacker Billy Swanson of
Paducah Tllgtunan. They will all
be on the all-star squad.
Last season, Jacobs caught 37
passes for 580 yards and 11
touchdowns. Defensively he was in
on 132 tackles, had two sacks, one
blocked punt, one interception and
one fumble recovery in leading
Catholic to the Class AA finals.
"I like playing offense and
defense," he said, "but I would
probably pick offense. You have
tun catching the ball and scoring. I
guess catching the ball is my
favorite thing."
Jacobs will announce Wednesday morning where he will attend
college next season. He has narrowed his choices to Notre Dame,
Kentucky, Penn State and UCLA.
Catholic coach Bob Schneider
rates Jacobs among the best
players in the 21 years he hap been
at the northern Kentucky school.
"He's certainly the most sought
after," he said. "He did an excellent job for us. He's probably
the best skilled we've had."
Jacobs is a three-sport letterman who also plays baseball and
basketball.
"Baseball ranks up there with
football," he said. "But I like
basketball, too. Playing three

sports keeps me in tune with different things. Basketball helps my
quickness and leg coordination.
Baseball helps in eye-hand coordination and football helps in
skills strength and agility."
Jacobs also excels in the
classroom, where he carries a 3.8
academic average. He said he
may pursue a communications
degree in college.
Louisville-area schools placed
13 players on the 35-man all-star
team selected by the Kentucky
High School Football Coaches
Association, led by Fairdale with
center Courtney Longacre,
lineman Walter Underwood and
running back-linebacker Darren
Hayden.
St. Xavier, the Class AAAA
champion, was represented by
quarterback-safety Jeff Houk and
lineman Dennis Guillaume, while
Ellis and quarterback-defensive
back Skip Leach were named
from Male's squad.
Also named from Louisville
were running back-linebacker
David Scott of Jeffersontown,
lineman Jerry Bell of DeSales,
reseiver-defensive back Phil
Logan of Holy Cross, running
back-defensive back Norton
Hazard of Fern Creek, lineman

Cris Collins of Ballard and
lineman Jamie Jaggers of
Pleasure Ridge Park.
Mayfield had running back.
safety Larry Jackson, lineman
Jeff Dick and receiver-defensive
back Joe Johnson selected from
Its Class AA championship team.
Also -named to the squad were
Heath lineman Greg Armstrong,
Owensboro running back defensive end Maurice White,
Anderson County quarterbackdefensive end Brian Renaud,
Oldham County lineman Richard
Newton, Danville running backlinebacker Jimmy Baughman,
Boyd County lineman Bobby
Craycraft, Cumberland
quarterback-safety Freddie !laggard, Corbin running backcornerback Dale Fox;
Laurel County lineman Ernest
Thompson, Hopkinsville running
back-lineman Steve Kelly, Covington Catholic lineman Todd
George, Cawood place-kicker
Bryan Barrett, Fort Thomas
Highlands running back linebacker Ben Sutkamp, Belfry
lineman Keith Marcum, Shelby
County tight end-defensive end
Matt Axline and Lexington Bryan
Station running back William
(Coat'd cm padre 11)

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Center for Continuing Education
Spring, 1987
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The loss came just two days
after dropping an 84-72 decision to
Morehead State.
"I think it(Saturday's loss) hurt
us mentally more than physically.
It's hard losing at home," Martin
said. "I felt that we could win it
(the homestand). The team felt
that we could win. In fact, we
should have."
"We'll have to regroup, scratch
and claw and get back on the
road," Newton said.
The Racers travel to Tennesse
Tech, Feb. 14.

19"
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All T.V.'s & V.C.R's
drastically reduced.
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EASTERN KENTUCKY ($5)
Spence 6-18 1-1 15, Taylor 2-4 2-2
6, Howard 4-9 6-6 14, Parris 7-134-6
21, McGill 4-6 7-11 17, Baker 0-1 0-0
0, Collins 0-0 0-1 0, Curtis 0-0 0-0 0,
Davie 0-0 0-0 0, Stephen 2-2 0-0 4,
Phillips 4-5 0-1 8. Totals 29-53 20-77
85.
MURRAY STATIC (76)
Martin 9-18 4-4 24, Evereoll 4-12
0-0 8, Ogden 4-7 0-0 8, Kimbrough
1-4 0-02, Mann 5-12 5-6 16, Ford 1-5
0-02, Mensey 0-1 0-00, Gold 0-1 0-0
0, Jackson 5-10 1-1 12, Tiller 2-5 0-0
4. Totals 31-75 10-11 76.
Halftime score-E. Kentucky
47, Murray St. 84. 8-point
goals-E. Kentucky 7-13 (Spence
24, Parris 3-4, McGill 2-8), Murray St. 4-11 (Martin 2-8, Everson
0-1, Mann 1-4, Gold 0-1, Jakcsonm
1-2). Fouled out- Jackson. Rebounda-E. Kentucky 38 (Parris
9), Murray St. 30(Martin 7, Ogden
). Assists-E. Kentucky 14
(McGill 6), Murray St. 15 (Everson 4, Mann 4). Total fouls-E.
Kentucky 14, Murray St. 25.
A-3,265.

Jacobs wearing special No. 1 jersey

• The quality goes in
before the name goes on.

13" C1308S

Sophomore forward Jeff Martin
led all scorers with 77 points, but
Eastern's balance easily off-set
that performance, establishing a
47-34 halftime lead and never looking back.
Antonio Parris led the Colonels,
who took sole possession of fourth
place in the OVC, with 21 points.
Jeff McGill scored 17 points,
Lewis Spence 15 and Tyrone
Howard 14 as Eastern improved to
12-9 and 5-4 in the OVC.
Don Mann scored 16 points and
Bruce Jackson came off the bench
to add 12 for the Racers. Murray
State fell to 11-11 and 4-5.
"They shot the ball very well,
extremely well for most of the
night," Racer coach Steve Newton
said."We knew they were outstanding perimeter shooters and they
showed it tonight.
"When you shoot the ball well
from the perimeter with as many
gime as they have- you can see
why they call call them the
Eastern Kentucky long rifles."
EKU shot 54.7 percent in the
contest, including 7-14 shooting
from three-point range.
The Racers shot just 41.3 percent form the floor and were outrebounded 38-30.
Murray managed to cut the
Eastern lead to 47-38 with baakets
from Jackson and Chris Ogden,
however, the Colonels went on a
6-0 stretch and put the game away
early in the second half.
Newton believes that the Martin
and Mann must have more help,
offensively, if the Racers are to
regain fourth place to secure a
home game in the conference

tournament.
"We've searched high and low
to get them some help offensively,
but we just haven't found it,"
Newton said.
"I think in order to win, it has to
be a team effort," Martin said.
"Lately, we haven't been playing
well as a team."

Proper Lawn Care And Landscaping
Techniques
1 Thursdays. February 19 26 S. Mart*, S
6301 30 p m
Saturday Marc Ps 7
10 00 a re 12 00 Noon $1000

Stained Glass
Session /I I Monaays. March 2 Far.' 77
6 300 ICOm
Session I7 I Thursdays, March S Apr.1 30
6 JO 30 re SiS CO Dee 3•66.00
•

To register for a course, or to obtain additional information call (502) 762-2716, or send
your name, address, telephone number, and the course fee to: CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION,3011 SPARKS HALL,MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY,MURRAY,
KY. 42071.
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Murray worn down

Lady Lakers blow out
Fulton County squad

half."
The Lady Bombers extended
their lead to 60-33 after three
periods of play.
Jennifer Parker, a freshman,
led the Lady Tigers with 12 points.
Julie Baize11 scored seven points
with Yolanda Greenfield getting
six.

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor

The Lady Lakers climbed to 15-5
on the season
Calloway will host Lone Oak,
Calloway County had little trouFeb.
12.
ble with Fulton County, last night,
"We still can shoot the ball betas the Lady Lakers disposed of
ter, but we're playing good
Fulton on its own court, 68-41.
The Lady Lakers were led by defense," Ross said. "We've
Christie Anderson and Christie played good defense all year."
Darnell, who scored 14 points
each.

MURRAY- Dwell 2-5, 8-5, 7, A
Greenfield 2-10, 1-2, 5, Prescott 1-5
2-3, 4, Long 2-12, 0-2, 4, Y Green
field 2-8, 2-4, 6, Parker 5-7, 2-2, 12
Jones 2-3, 1-2, 5, Morkesdal 2-2, 0-3,
4, Alexander 1-1, 0-0, 2.

Tammy Wallace led Ballard
with 18 points. Deena Kendrick
scored 15 with Rita Bryans getting
14. Cathy Cunningham added 10.
Murray connected on 19 of 50
shots from the field and 11 of 23
free throws. Parker led the Lady
Tigers with a 5-7 night from the
field and she was perfect in two attempts from the charity stripe.
With only four games remaining
in the regular season, Harrell is
pleased how his team comes out
ready to play for each game.
"You can't fault the effort. You
are looking at young kids," Harrell commented. "You have to
have patience."
The Murray junior varsity
squad lost 41-26 to Ballard Monday
night. Parker had another good
game. She tallied 12 points. Karl
Morkesdal added eight points.
Murray led 4-3 after one period,
but trailed 15-12 at the intermission. Ballard went up 31-18 after
three quarters before securing the
15-point win.

Liz Marquardt added 12 points to
the Calloway cause.
"Our transition game was excellent, right from the beginning,"
Lady Laker coach Rose Ross said.
Both Christies shot the ball well
and I believe that's a tribute to our
guards," Ross said. "Erica
(Muskgrow ), Liz (Marquardt)
and Tracr(Banks) are really getting it in there to them."
Calloway jumped out to a 21-9
first-quarter lead and built it 32-16
before the intermission.
The Lady Lakers stayed on the
Fulton throughout the second half
establishing a 54-29 lead entering
the fourth quarter.

N. Carolina St. N. Winthrop 116
N.C..Warnington SO, William k Mary 68
NE Louisiana 711, Nicholls Bt. 70
NW Louisiana 77, Centenary 63
Richmond 113, East Carolina 10
South Alabama 4111, Old Dominion 6$
South Florida 11, ALL Birmingham 67
Stetson Si, Georgia It. SI
Tn. Chattanooga 64, Appalachian St 70
Twosome St. 76, 111Z Louisiana 61
Ebatiley 90, Dayton 79
SOUS/ as, Detroit 77
Cleveland at. 86, W. IllinoIs Si
Phyllay IS, Bowling Green 71
Ill -Chinas° NE.Illinois 71
Ohlo it. N, MichIgut St. 72
Wis.-Green Bay 7$, Valparaiso 47
Xavier, Ohio 80, Loyola, m. 72
90971U111190T
Kvansville ff, Oral Roberta U
NW Louisiana 111, Looks 7$
Sam Hossein
Temus-Arlington 72
Stephen F. Austin GIL Pan American 51
W Texaa St. 94, Abilene Christian 75
FAA WEST
Florida Ahlt 110, U.S. International 89
Metro St Si, S. Utah St. N
Nev .Las Vegas 711, Pacific IS

Pam Prescott found the going tough inside as the Lady Tigers dropped a 75-49 contest to Ballard County, last night.

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Murray State's men's tennis
team continued to show why it is
defending the OVC championship
with an impressive showing in Las
Vegas. .
The Racers downed NevadaReno, 6-3 and hosting Neavda-Las
Vegas, 5-4, before losing to
Nebraska, 6-3.
"We were satisfied with the way
we played," coach Bennie Purcell
said. "We would have liked to
have won all three matches down
there, but I felt like we weren't in
as god as shape as we needed to be
In order to do that."
The Racers improved to 3-2.
Probably the most satisfying
aspect of his team's performance
at UNLV was the play of Jonas
Bergrahm, who stepped into the
line-up after Allan Farmer announced his intentions of transferring to Southern Illinois
University.
"We got some good play out of
Jonas," Purcell said."We just got

llie Top 10 teams in the Kentucky
Associated Press boys end glrla high school
basketball poll, ION Bret-place votes,
records as of Feb. end total pitrits
8013
LLex Henry Clay
(13) 18-3 141
2.0wensboro
(2) 1e-2 1111
S.Clay Co.
30.1 114
&Pact Tilghman
11) 8$-1 110
11.Unlversity Hts.
11-1 N
6.Lex Lafayette
16-4 61
tie) Paintevale
15-4 61
IL Lou Ballard
16-4 N
11.1.ou. PRP
19-6 N
141.11adleterrille
1184 31
Other teams receiving votes, .54454,'....
town, Caldwell Co.. Todd Co. Cant.,
Hopkiasville, Mason Co.. Laurel Co.,
Waehington Co.. Lou. Seneca, LaRue Co.,
Mmeoello, Boyd Co., Newport Cent Calk.,
Illantall Or., Oldham Co.. Lou. Southern,
Campbell Co., Apollo. liughes-Klrk, Christian tic., Cawood, Carroll Co.
Casey Co., °raves Co.. I Carter, Lou
Valley, Franklin Co.. Les Tit.. Creek

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-98411

that margin to 17-10 after three
periods.
O'Rourke credited the Lady
Tigers for their effort in trying
season.
"They never quit," he said.
"They've really improved this
year."
Murray will play South Marshall, Feb. 12.
Calloway and Murray may meet
again. Murray drew a bye in the
district tournament and Calloway
will meet Benton, Feb. 16. The
winner will meet the Lady Tigers.

Jacobs...
(Coat'd from page 10)
Dishman.
Phillip Haywood of Belfry will
coach the all-stars. He will be
assisted by Bruce Herclman of
Morgan County, Joe Ruddle of
Lexington Pates Creek and Steve
Mickey of Belfry.

IE'vr Your
VALENTINE!
810VfX®
CANDIES

The Perfect Gift
For All Your Valentines!

11.14sx Lafayette
10.Franklin-lempeon
14-4 26
Other teams receiving votes
Lou.
Ballard. Leurel Co., Somerset. Rowan Co..
Pulaski Co.. Oldham Co., Ctunberlautd, Ohio
Co . lludilenberg Cent., Ashland, Meyfield.
Henderson Or. Caldweil Or, Nelson Co.,
Warren Bast, Johnson Cast., Chrtetian Co..
Shelby Co., Notre Dame, Meade Or.,
Breathitt Co.. Bullet Cast. Central City,
Clark Co., Lyon Co., Wititesburg, Casey Co
Garrard Or, Warren Cent, Logan Co.,
Calkyway Co., Corbin, 03, Conner, W. Hardin, N. Hardin. Allan Co -Seottorrtlie

Neladay'a Games
No gains* scheduled
Temillare esmars
New Yerk at Clevelend
Philadelphia at Chimes°
Puttied at Dallas
los Aalataki at Muse=
esseeei at Dower
Phasmat at Ulla
L.A. Labors at Seeramento
Maur at Gaidial !kat*
Aliasta al Seattia

524 Mein

"Of course, we hated to lose him
(Farmer)," Purcell said."He was
probably our best doubles player,
but hopefully someone will be
there to pick up the slack."
The Racers travel to Richmond
for the Eastern Kentucky Invitational, Feb. 13.

A great deal was on the line for
Pete O'Rourke and his Calloway
Middle Lady Lakers. They were
not only playing cross-town rival
Murray, but were in danger of a
losing season.
However, the Lady Lakers
responded to the challenge and
downed Murray, 21-19, running
their record to 5-5.
"These kids have worked harder
than any team I've seen to get to
be .500," O'Rourke said. "I'm
really proud of them."
The Lady Tigers fell to 2-10.
Pam Bucey, who was still
recovering from an eye injury,
scored eight points and grabbed
seven rebounds for Calloway.
"She did a good job coming back
into the ball game," O'Rourke
said.
Stephanie Vanover. led Murray
with eight points. Melissa Bogard
added five.
Calloway exploded in the first
quarter out-scoring Murray 9-0.
Murray cut the lead to 11-8 in the
second, however, Calloway upped

.64 e

(;111

1‘1111:11%.

Southside's
Largest Selection
Of
SAVE $1,230

1

him in there and he played well."
Bergralun won two matches at
No. 2 singles. His brother, Jens,
won at No. 2 against NevadaReno.

Gels
1.Lou, Southern
III
10-1 148
2.1tarshall Co
16-3 1.26
3.1_ou. Or..
23-2 Ill
4.Leit Henry Clay
224 101
6.1tadisonville
(2) 18-1
6.Clay Co

LA Clippers

The junior varsity squad won its
game over Fulton as well, 47-19.
Angela Woods led Calloway with
12 points. Angie Miller scored 10
points and Tracy Banks added
eight.
Calloway's jv girls are now 11-1.

Staff pboto by Scott Wilms"'

MSU netters go 2-1
in UNLV tournament

For health
insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
see me.

CALLOWAY- Anderson 6-9, 2-4, 14,
Darnell 7-14, 0-0, 14, Ross 7-8, 1-1,
15, Muskgrow 2-5, 0-0, 4, Marquardt 6-13, 0-0, 12, Banks 14, 2-2,
4, Woods 1-2, 1-2, 3, Barnette 0-0,
0-0, 0, Cherry 0-0, 0-0, 0, Garland
1-1, 0-0, 2, Grimes 0-4, 0-0, 0, Miller
0-2, 0-0, 0.

Lady Lakers edge rival
Murray Middle squad

SCOREBOARD

LAST
Army 74, Manhattan 66
Georgetown 76, Boston Colt 56
Howard U. 83, Bethune-Cookman 56
Janne Mathison In, American U. 77
Marie N,Loyale, Md. Ti
Navy 81, George Maim 64
N. Carolina AkT Ti, Delaware St. Si
Northeastern 98, Colgate 79
Pittsburgh N, aromas Si
Rider 10, Last Stroudsburg 78
St. Joseph's 84. George Weettngton 76
S. Carolina St. 61, 101.-E. Shore 59
Temple 7$. P.m St. 70, OT
SOUTH
Akron $7, Tennessee Tech 8$
Alabama it. 11111, TOW Southern 37
Auburn M. Markle /0
Audio Peay IS, Morehead St 91
Campbell 76, boopotto 64
IC Kentucky N. Murray St. 76
TOINIIIIIINO It. SI, W. Carolina 58
Furman 114, VMS 78, OT
Grambling 71. Alcorn $1. 57
Jackson St. 71, Prairie View 44
Louisiana St. 70, N. Arizona 66
Marshall 96, Citadel 62
Micelle Tenn. 88, Youngstown St
MiaMesigest 77, Vanderbilt 64
Was Valley St 100. Southern U
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Calloway cruises

Lady Tigers drop game
to bigger Ballard team
By SCOW WIIRON
Staff Writer
Murray coach Jimmy Harrell
knew what would happen when
Ballard County came visiting
Monday night. He knew that the
IAO Bombers would go to their
Inside people. He knew that would
be his main concern on defense.
The Lady Bombers didn't disappoint Harrell as Ballard County
used muscle and a definite height
advantage to thump the Lady
Tigers by a 75-49 decision.
Murray is now 6-12 on the year.
"I knew they would go inside.
They are a good-sized team all
around and they worked the power
game," said Harrell. "They have
guards as big as our (taller)
players."
Murray kept up with the Lady
Bombers during the opening
minutes of the game. Neither
team could get an advantage as
the game was tied at 8-8. Ballard
led 19-11 at the end of the first
quarter.
The Lady Bombers began to pull
away in the second period as their
height advantage came to the
forefront. Ballard connected on
nine of 15 shots from the field,
many on offensive rebounds, while
Murray could hit only four of 11 attempts. The Lady Bombers led
42-21 at the intermission.
Once again, Murray showed
tenacity in the opening minutes of
the contest before slowly falling
behind.
"We played tough for a quarterand-a-half. Any time you play
somebody bigger than you, it will
wear you down," Harrell said.
"We just wore down in the second
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Get The $735
Automatic Transmission
PLUS a 305-Cu. In. V-8 at no
extra charge when you buy a
specially equipped GMC fullsiza pickup

TRUVS-TRAILERS
BUSES, INC.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372
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by professional. Reasonable
rate on hourly and 1/2
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PELIPERTIMMOTAZIE
nmuidlag- your choice- 80
cents pc. Mid-South
WholesaleBuilding, 342
Last Waahington, Paris:
e01442-111112.

MUST eel- 8 years el
Illenibership at Kenbar
Iliseort Phone 48646116
or ms-ans.
WM Gold Trumeet. wed
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky 34747112
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 1411n, gold chains"We sell tor leas!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Jeweler

FrIlACtS

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sip.
FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1957
LIBRA
(Sept 23to Oct.22)
You're tempted to take in a stray
pet. Luck is with you in career
matters, though there may be further
details to work out and papers to be
signed.
SCORPIO
441€
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
The writing of lyrics and poetry is
favored on this day when artistic
interests are emphasized. Despite
costs involved, a trip will be very
beneficial.
SAGITTAItIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Let the head rule the heart in
financial dealings. Some will purhase
an unusual luxury item. Home and
family are happily accented now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
It's a good time to write love letters
and thank-you notes. Don't secondguess yourself in romance.

A

AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You undoubtedly will help out
someone who's been under the
weather lately. Though humanitarian
interests are accented now, you'll
also enjoy business successes.
PISCES
*no
maw
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
this
day
others
on
You enchant
when romance and going out for
good times are highlighted. Do not in
any case mix business and pleasure.
YOU BORN TODAY work best
when inspired and are blessed with
original ideas.
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HE'S STAVING
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Drake

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
In the morning, tone down arrogance. In business you'll find a
creative outlet for your imagination.
Lucky home developments should be
kept secret for the time being.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit
Morning hours find you a bit
impatient. Cultural pursuits are
favored now, especially music. Benefits come through friends, but scrutinize papers carefully.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You're of a charitable disposition
today, but shouldn't let yourself be
imposed upon. You take advantage of
a chance to get ahead in your career.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
4IB
Handle higher-ups with tact_ Candlelight and soft music sets the pace in
romance. Travel and distant interests
prove fortunate. Get enough 'rest
tonight.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Financial benefits accrue now, but
you may have mixed feelings about
an evening social engagement Creative stirrings are strong, but you must
find an appropriate outlet for them.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept 22)
The tendency is to be swept off
your feet in romance. It may be hard
to say no to a child's request Going
out is favored over home entertaining.
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2
flARRITT S Service HOME ASSEMBLY GAP(X) aluminum storm
LAIO-OFF?
has economy INCOME. Assemble windows (standard sties)
arm Center
LOST YOUR
mufflers for $31 96 In- products at home. Part- $21.25 ea. Mid-South
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Special"
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Let our design staff
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Job
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original to say
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I Love You.
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home, plus many
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week. Rudolph
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for our February class.
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
Wholesaler needs Data
biology or
your
With
7511-06•3.
Valentine's Day
chemistry degree. and MB! Kid.? Md.! 9011 Processing Manager.
Responsibilities include
Roses
the "professional year Coldwater Rd. 760-4577
19. Farm Equipment
of study In Medical Tues-Sat, supervision of Data
California long stem
Technology" you can be 9:30A.M.-4P.M. We buy Processing Center, on
superprogram
going
NEED a lob. 4 openings
prepared for the career and sell clothes. New
roses, $25a doz
tobacco setter. 3 point
opportunities that are line of maturnity wear. vision and revision, now. You may qualify
hitch with barrels, good
maintence
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system
Children.
sizes
0-10
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available in this
condition. Also, scaffold
Beagie's Tires
specialised field. This Also, we carry nursery conversion. Experience sc
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G 00
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or yourr high wagons.
Phone 753-0507
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program is accredited equipment.
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Our graduates are
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(NCA) certification, cash rebate FHA-VA- application and resume This project is funded good condition, $2500.
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and other medical re- conventional financing. to: Personnel Director, by the Western Ky. 753-7516 after 4:00.
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gistries. Call Laurie Volunteer Homes, Inc. P.O. Box 730, Murray. Private industry
Ky. nen.
Phillips now at: Lake Hwy. Paris, Tn.
Council- JTPA. Call 2 2 . Musical
EXCELLENT income J.T.P.A. Out Of School
VILINTINE'S DAY (615)834-7451. United
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refinished oak. Call
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only $6. And for those $125.00 and up. Mid-South
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lettering, applique. Cafe from
damn, and don't forget $01442-3652.
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our delicious carrott
ary
help
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Building; $42 East
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and Italian cream
to pay even more of
Secretarial, clerical Washington; Paris; 901Murray.
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and
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UOVENNMEIET jobs.
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Worship And
to
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Box
1040-J
insurance
or
your
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wood products. Oak,
hiring. Call 8064874000
HUT._ 751-4410, 410 Main
pine, or cedar. Finished
Ext. R-8155 for current Murray, Ky.
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will have to pay the
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P
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or unfinished. Knickfederal list.
$520.00 before
Sundays6 p.m. first
AIRING! Federal ACCOUNTANT- The De- knack shelves, planters,
WE
pays
Medicore
partment
of
Accounting
serving trays, birdgovernment jobs in
THE CAKE
Call 753-1622
anything. For free inyour area and overseas. and Financial Services is feeders, much more.
509 N. 7th St.
accepting
applications
Will not be undersold
formation call:
Many immediate
753-7217
753-02110
openings without wait- for a Payroll Accountant. anywhere! Call Jerry at
Jerry McConnell
ing list or test. Position will be re- 759-4806 or 751-9861 day
BETHESDA
Out shop has 14,161Insurance
$1548,000. Phone call sponsible for overall or night 7days/week.
! different ways to say "I
refundable. (602) 8118- supervision of the Un- Custom orders and tree
7534199
MINISTRIES
iversity's payroll function delivery!
Love You.'" We have
8885. Ext. 55.1.
"Our OTAb Year
which includes issuing CHAINSAW Clearance 115S. 4th St.
the largest selection &
carriersnee
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finest quality balloons
substitute route(s) on all monthly, quarterly, prices of the year. Also,
made Our balloons
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Call
longest!
By GARY LARSON
float me
year. For more In- lated to payroll, and the Stokes Tractor, Industtoday to place your
formation call after related banking ac- rial Rd. 753-1319.
valentine Order
6P.M. 435-4390 or 474- tivities. May also assist in CLOSE out special! Over
the development of large 1000 rolls of 02 felt, base
M511.
IiAltAGER SECOND computer-based payroll sheet, and rolled roofing
LINE FOOD-UNIT. systems. Bachelors' De- $3.00 roll. Your choiceQualifications gree in Accounting and cash & carry. Mid-South
required: degree re- two years experience re- Wholesale Building; 342
AND I LOVE BEING A
quired, In the field quired. Preference will East Washington; Paris;
preferred, proven ex- be given for additional 901-642-2552.
PATRON OF TNE ARTS'
perience will be con- education, experience, CROSS STITCH
sidered. Candidate CPA, or college and un- BOOKS. This area's
should posses good iversity experience. Sal- largest selection at the
marketing skills and be art? range Is $17,000 to Needle & Thread. 932willing to work evenings $20,000 annually. Letter of 527-1300.
and weekends. Exten- application and resume
FIREWOOD for sale, S
sive involvement in including name, address
$100 or $25 a rick.
banquet-catering. Send and telephone nuinner of for
or 435-430.
resume and 3 re- at least three references 753-2435
ferences to Joe Dyer, should be mailed to David FREE pick-up and deDirector of Food Ser- R. Whitmire, Director of livery of mowers that
vices, Murray State Accounting and Financial need repairs. Stokes
IF THAT ISN'T
University; Murray. Services, 2nd Floor Tractor, Industrial Rd.
A OVD- LIFE CRISIS
Ky. 42071 ICOZ/M-F. Sparks Hall, Murray 753-1319.
I DONT KNOW
Applications from State University, IF you want to self
WIWI' IS!!
racial monorities and Murray, KY 42071. Avon. If you want to buy
females are strongly Murray State University Avon. If you need
is an Equal Opportimit/ money for a fundNEED D person with Affirmative Action raiser. Call someone
you can trust, Faye
experience in plant Employer.
care, part-time. Only Itfor LPN needed for Me McClure. 753-0232.
,experienced people 3-11 shift with every kNITTING SUPPLIES.
"There it is again ... a feeling that Inc past
need apply at Murray weekend scheduled off. Yarn, petteens, needles,
life I was someone named Shirley Maclaine."
Wal-Mart.
Apply in person at Care etc. Everything you
Inn, 4th & Indiana, need to knit beautiful
Mayfield, Ky. or call 247- sweaters. Weekly
lessons Available at
0200.
WICKER Company of- Needle & Thread. 502fering a limited oppor- 527-1300.
tunity for home party LARGE, large, large
19 NEVER GET
plan sales. Call Cindy for selection of storage
T1.66 BTLIFF GOT
a "no obligation" inter- buildings in stock for
5)F MY WHI6KEI;
,
)
40 Katmandu is
Answer to
view today, Rickshaw immediate delivery.
Previous Puzzle
Its capital
Imports, Director, Acree Portable
42 That thing
1 Dance step
Buildings, Mayfield,
912-321-4641.
43 Harvests
4 Arc
PRE
ALONE
TAA
Ky. 502-247-7131.
9 Switch
45 Continued
EAR
CEDAR
OLD
9. Situation Wanted
DAK and hickory
position
stories
STROWG
BICEPU
12 River island
tXPERIENCE15 firewood $27.50 rick,
47 Solemn
housekeeper, has one delivered. Call 436-27711.
13 Mountain
wonder
FEED
EL
day open. References. ZRYTES Used Office
nymph
49 Disturbance
2c
TROT
NOD
ATTU
Call 75341118 after 4P.M.
14 Sorrow
Furniture, 1016 Jeffer50 Television
RUN
AI
SS
ION
15 Bozo, e.g.
son St., Paducah, KY.
cabinet
14.
Want
te
Buy
AM
ERA
17 Suffocated
L 1
442-4302. Desks, chairs,
54 Poker stakes
SDP
19 Household
57 Hot
CONSTR IT
ALT
RANTED to buy: dark- files and much morepets
58 Laughing
fired tobacco base. Call Excellent quality & low
EROS
YOU
OISE
21 Music: as
prices.
60 Skill
403-allaa after 5p.m.
EU
ULIEW
written
81 Anger
RUBBER bed-mats for
22 Undis82 Tropical fruits
15. Artkies ler Salt
A BliD E D MID A TO
all makes of pick-up's.
tinguished
63 Beam
BAR
EASEL
lIZIN
10x20 PORTABLf Also, tool boxes for
25 Long, deep
building completely compact pick-up's.
ATE
SLEDS
ROD
cut
DOWN
finished out for cities or Stokes Tractor, Indust29 Japans!.
place on lake. Carpet, rial Rd. 753-1319.
I Moccasin
drama
insulated, paneled. USED VCR's starting af
30 Sag
2 is in poor
electric heat/ air. Call $10.95. Phone 753-7670.
1
18
6 Stan
7 Large tubs
32 Boundary
health
758-61122.
Follows
8
Speck
Prepense
for
3
Supply
on
33
16HP WHEEL Horse wood Kilm. For your
summer
35 Sum
hand
Print ;
twin cylinder, 38 inch hardwood needs, phone
20 Faint
37 Cry of goat
4 Twist
cut less than 60 hours 395-59CO.
22 Beneath
1OEsmy
38 Brother of
5 Chaklean city
moving time 753-7718 WHIRLPOOL
11 Gave food to
Jacob
6 Legal matters
after 4P.M.
microwave oven, only
23
24 Memoranda
1-°
VII" or In-PARTICLE $4 per week Rudolph
2
26
7 Goal
board el $3.00 pc. Mid- Goodyear- Whirlpool,
South Wholesale 753-0595.
1"
2
Building; 842 East
12
13
28 iGas
W
n°11usk
ertm
7
r
Washington; Parts; 901- 25. Illusions Services
31 Document
hill
648-211112.
IRA
- MUTLYAL
34 Chinese
army FUNDS call Joyce Noel.
pagoda
15
"
17
Hershine.
pants and
Investment Ressoes
38 L
t raoe
man Survivors and presentative with
an se
41 Javanese
3
449
2'
boots.
work
Walker
Twomey Securities,
tree
Jerry's Sporting Goods, Inc. for Free consultaWI
" illil
Mayfield.
Walnut,
&
tion. Member: NASD
beasts
at IIIPC 4119.2440
46 n
Es
aS
meenCe
50% discount. Leave 715TCE Noel Tax Service. Reasonable rates.
48 Lamb's pen
at 155-1163.
manual For appointment call
MILITNE
ni
50 Greek letter
check protector. 4119-2.40.
51 " House"
prevents fraudulent JUDY William. Tax
5
53
2 Born
check alterations by Service. Call for an
imprinting the amount appointment. Phone
of
55
on your business or sal-1124 or 43944111 after
time
personal checks. Call 5P.M.
between 10 and
58 Pigpen
21. TV. Radio
59 Neon symbol 4.
WHIRL1rOOL re•
G1117AVOX console
triptator. only $11 per color TV., only 17 per
week. Rudolph week. Rudolph
gmisalear-Whirlpool, Good ear- Whirlpool,

STR'RE reenedeling our
lot- need room to workbag diacounts on entire
Mock during month of
February Volunteer
Homes. Inc Lake Hwy.
Paris, Tn.
ACRIC someone.
Valentine's day! Send el
51
them a BIG cookie with
• balloon bouquet My 61
Favorites, TIO-1316.
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MARY "I&Tproducts

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY Ilk 1887

CLASSIFIEDS
27. MOO,Sewn ler Ws

28. Mobile Homes tor Rent

1972, 12)(115, 2 BED- DOUBLE-wide - near
ROOM, 2 full baths, Ky. Lake at Hamlin.
large living n:sorn. Set- Ky Furnished
Deposit
up in Riviera Th. Cta., required. 763-8964
$3850. Phone 753-5405
WE'RE remodeling our
after 5P.M.
lot- must reduce inventory 50% during Feb.
1984 MOBILE home
Some doublewides re14x40, 2B7t, all electric
duced $1000 plus $1000
Call 410-8204
cash rebate FHA-VA1 BEDROOM trailer for conventional- as little as
rent. 5 miles out on 94 5% down. Volunteer
Homes, Inc. Lake Hwy.
East. Call 76/1-84118.
Paris. To.
FOR sale: 11113 Elcona,
30. Business Rentals
wide
24x60 double
mobile home. Has 2x6
ROOM office complex,
walls and floors, 3 Southside Shopping
baths,
full
bedrooms, 2
Center. 753-6612 or 753dining room, kitchen, 4606.
Call
room.
large living
OFFICE rental. 800
7511-76111 after 4:00.
Square Feet, 211 South
12th Street. Call 753-1864
211. IMMO Helms ler Rent
until 5P.M., 753.7123
BEDROOM, gas heat, after 5P.M.
12x62 on one acre of 32. Apt. for
Rent
land, 3 miles out of
town, reasonable. Call 1 BEDROOM hirnishea
753-5136 or 753-6323 ask apt. for rent. Available
Feb. 1st. Less than 1/2
for Keith.
block from MSU camOR 3 BR, furnished or pus. $150 per month,
unfurnished, some new water paid. Call 750-9667
turniture, natural gas- after 4P.M.
electric, air con- 1 BEDROOM apartditioned. Shady Oaks ment, furnished or un753-5300.
furnished. $125 a month,
water furnished. Tower
?MrTWriiirEn trailer
In city limits. No pets. Apartments. Call 753(1646 or 753-8848.
Call 486-3611.
1 BEDROOM apartTISLITTGItrand ifii86 ment. Central heat and
must go. Need the room air, washer/ dryer
to rearrange our lot. hook-up. Partial
New homes reduced, utilities furnished. No
rebated all month of pets. Call 753-3949.
Feb. We trade for 2 BEDROOM duplex in
anything of value. quiet neighborhood.
Volunteer Homes, Inc. $250 a month. Call
Lake Hwy, Parts, To.
753-8096.

5

V

0./le
e9d
Dixieland Center
753-7737
Toning Tables & Wolff Suntan Bed

Just in time for Valentines Day
Name brand clothes at discount prices.
Swatch, Forenza, Limited Express, You
Babes, Gloria Vanderbilt (skirts, pants,
blouses). Also spring jewelry. Denim &
satin hair bows.

.3eprILYEA
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, INC.
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

WANTED PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS
WHO WOULD LIKE TO EARN
$30,000.00 OR MORE
YEARLY
IN SALARY AND BENEFITS
INTERESTED? THEN CALL
1-800-592-3961 (KY) OR 1-800-626-3374
753-1717
ASK FOR DENNIS OR PAUL

AUCTION
igentic Consignment
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY

The Annual

AUCTION

finffinrAMTOTIIMUTIA
At The Fairgrounds

MAYFIELD, KY.
A Good Place For Buyer And Seller To Meet!!
Consign Your Surplus Machinery To This Sale!!
N You Revs MecnoTery For SIM Or N You Am in Need Cor Some
Good Used Mechmery, Thee York Your Cresecler Mow And
Plan To Allied Tels AullkonW
Me Ann.. CAIR/Inn we *AA A IndniednInlide 0. Tor GIIIWO
MO NINON PIM Ti We Sao To Wind And Pea Id we Illeadanod
Consodnonme WO Ile Atedienl
Sad tarn

We Welcome You As A Buyer,
Seller, Or Visitor
sm

FARMER DON'T FOOL YOUR EQUIPMENT AWAY,
THE BIG SALE WILL BE AT THE FAIRGROUNDS

SATURDAY, MARCH 14th, 1987
ralro

rESTED - PROVEN

JAMES R. CASH
A'TCTIONEER • REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
,S02, 623 0.66 OR IS021 621 61811

32

Apt. for

Rent

2 -BEDROOM apartment near downtown
Murray Call 753-4109 or
74241150.
1 BEDROOM ap•rtment. 1104 Pogue St
Call 753-5415 until 5P M
after call 758-7123.
1 BEDROOM brick
duplex in Westwood.
$326 per month, deposit
and leaps. No pets. Call
753-0614 after 5P.M.
1 BEDROOM apartments for rent at Embassy Apartments.
Also, furnished efficiency apt. k 1 bedg
m=
. Call 753-8880.
sr
ap
orthwood Dr. 1, 2 or 8 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity
75.-454.
REAR University
Fully furnished 2 bedroom efficiency apt.
Has kitchen area in
living room; spacious
bedroom; bath with
shower-tub combo.
Elec. heat & air cond.
Well insulated for low
utilities. $1115 deposit;
$185 mo. 759-1300,
8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Mon-Fri.
ONE bedroom Apartment. Located at 1628-C
Miller Ave. one block
from campus. $120 rent
and deposit. Call 7538415. After 5 pm
753-7123.
PRIVITErfurnished apt.
Ph. 753-3964.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 8
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing

38

Pets Supplies

MALE AKC registered
Bassett Hound. 4
months old, shots and
wormed, friendly and
intellegent, $150. 7538143 after 4P.M. and
weekends.
43

Real Estate

OPPICRUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes in the
city & in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
44.

Lets for Sale

CE wooded lot on
highway 121 North, 6
1 / 2 miles from
Murray. Mak, asking
$4,200. 751-1958 days.
45. Farms for Sale

Mill-ray Ledger & Times
47. ki•torcycles
1950 HONDA CB 554
custom, low mil., excellent condition. Snapper
riding mower, Hi-Vac,
ION model. Call 4934M06.
1983 HONDA ATC-76
3-wheeler. Also, 1971
VW bus, needs engine
repairs. Call 489-2557
after 5P.M
48. Auto ServIc•s
ttON 13 Muffler has
heavy duty shocks for
$15.95 each installed
Mufflers 126.9 IS installed. Will change
your oil filter with tube
$14.96. 400 N. 4th St,
753-3514.
49

Used

Cars

1979 AMC,
Volkswagon Rabbit,
$675. Both have good
motors. Call 753-6292.
1978 240-Z DATSUN,
good condition. Call
502-623-8615.
1973 FORD S-wagon
fully loaded, 1 owner
$1000. Phone 768-4109 or
762-6650.
1976 OLDS Cutlass.
Excellent mechanical
condition. Call 753-3856.

45 ACRE farm, S bedroom, 2 bath brick
house with basement.
30x84 shop/barn combination. Located on
paved mad, HWY 1346,
approximately 4 miles
east off of 641 North.
Call 487-4181 after 6P.M.
Need An
A farm for any need!
Extra Car
Approximately 56 acres
with 562 feet of main
For A
highway frontage. Two
Few Days?
bedroom house; spring
for year round water;
From Crt.t),
good timber. Near
At
Kentucky Lake for excellent development. Dwain Taylor
$42,500. Approximately
66 acres with ap- Chevrolot, Inc.
proximately 40 acres
502 753 2617
tendable. Two ponds,
one with fish. Now 1979 CHRYSLER Le
be- rented out for good Baron. 4 door, good
Ag41STILF15droom duplex located Income. $39,500. 170 condition, $1200. Call
near University, $220 acres with recent sur- 759-9698,
per month. Call vey. Good marketable
1979 MONTE Carlo.
753-6421.
timber. Subdivide, Silver and
black, white
clear for farming or sell letter tires, tilt,
VERY
cruise,
apartment, quiet Umber for good return air, excellent interior,
married couple on investment. $66,000.
extra clean, $1400. Call
preferred. No pets. $260
753-4783 between
a month. Deposit and 46. Homes for Sale
11:30A.M. - 3P.M.
references required.
IMDROOM, country
Call after 4P.M. living. Spacious living 1981 CUTLASS
Brougham. Diesel, new
402-8817.
room and large utilitity tires and
brakes,
room. 7 acres, 6 miles
AM/FM stereo, power
west on 121. Phone
34. Houses for Rent
antenna, rear defrost,
ue-2899.
A/C, tilt, cruise, cloth
1004 MAIN. $300 month.
bath.
BEDROOM,
1
it
Deposit. Carpet, central
interior, good car. Askcarport,
approved,
FHA
heat/air, appliances. No
ing $2930 or best offer.
brick. 2 miles out,East Call 759-1190
pets. 7681285.
or 753-0807.
Y sub. Priced in 30's.
1 BEDROOM house in Phone 763-0E12.
1981 DATSUN 210.
Lynn Greve. $200 per
speed, AM/FM stereo,
month, $150 deposit.
air, drives good, 2 door,
Call 486-4380 or 436-4647.
2 BR
$1495. Call 489-2763.
107 N. 'Tth, ;200 per
1983 OLDSMOBILE
Brick Home
month plus deposit,
Custom Cruiser Station
Completely remodelreferences. Call 753-2475
Wagon. 9 passenger,
or 1-9014424244.
looks and drives good,
ed, approx. 6 acres &
ATTRACTIVE, 4 bedpriced below book
50x40 shop. Will sell
room, 2 bath brick.
value. 1969 Ford LTD,
home & 7/10 acre
Drapes and appliances
$900. 1980 Ford F-150 4
furnished. Residential
wheel drive with topper.
seperately. 1 /
1
2 mile
or commercial. $450 per
Nice truck. 492-8861 or
from
town.
month rent, $400 de753-8109.
posit. Call 750-9066.
1985 CADILLAC SDV.
753-6984
SMALL partly furLow mileage, excellent
nished, 2 bedroom
or
condition, loaded with
home. $175 rent, POO
equipment. Call
389-1669
deposit. Call 760-9646.
759-1259.
THREE bedroom, 1
1985 FORD Tempo,
bath, electric heat, 3 BEDROOM home on 15,000 miles, $6400 or
brick, in Kirksey. $275 large corner lot in take over payments.
per month, $150 deposit. Hazel, cheap. Call 492- Call before 8P.M. 759References, vacant. 8282 or 492-8104.
4146.
Phone 7534000.
.1 BR brick house, real '65 MUSTANG, newly
nice family room & rebuilt 289 engine. Call
carport. Located in 436-2194.
37. Livestock-Supplies
Lynnwood Estates. '74 MERCURY Comet,
SISIMENTAL and
Fteducedprice. 753-3975.
good condition
Simbrah bulls. Pernew listing is mechanically, many
formance & semen
tested. Excellent qual- this 4 BR,21/2 bath home new parts. $700 or best
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, on a quiet residential offer. Call After 7P.M.
street. Offered at $62,500. 753-9391.
Ky. 522-8794.
Phone Kopperud Realty 81 DODGE Mirada.
753-1222.
38. Pets-Supplies
63,000 miles, must sell.
RTEIMR711 Call 753-4834 or 759-9988.
Aftr- Golaen Retriever
bath home with central
puppies. 4 months old,
heat & air and all
had shots and wormed.
modern conveniences. 50. Used Trucks
Call 901444-1860.
Located between
AKC Shelties (toy col- Murray k Mayfield. 1976 JEEP CJ- Relies). Sable and white. Nearby pasture land k negade. Hard-top, new
radial tires, 1 owner.
Call (502)354-8211.
barn available for horse
AKC registered silver lovers. An excellent Call 753-5611 before
and grey Keshund, buy, in the 50's. Phone 7P.M.
female, 9 months old. Kopperud Realty 753- 1977 DATSUN pick-up.
Auto., 2 barrel carb.,
Call 489-7763.
SLACK Lab pups. FRIsF1 on the marks( new exhaust, new rearend,
Jensen stereo,
Female, AKC re- Is this attractive brick
gistered. Call 472-3380, home located at NO Elm $1700. Call 485-2220.
Fulton.
St. Central gas heat, 1978 DATSUN King
Cab. 5 speed, looks
PEMBROKE Welsh screened outside porch. good, rung good, sliding
Corgi, male. Reduced Offered in the mid 30's. rear/lams. Call 489-2596.
price, $150. Call Phone Kopperud Realty 1986 FORD
Custom
758-1232.
753-7906.
T1EM A CUL ATE , re- F-100 pick-up. Good
decorated tri-level condition. Call 768-7596.
4 3 . Real Estate
Gatesboro home with '85 FORD 3/4 ton. Air.
lots of room for the PB,PS. Call 436-4229.
growing family. Large '86 GMC Sierra CLassalc,
backyard with garden 4x4, 19,000 miles, extra
spot and covered patio equipment, like new.
with gas-grill. Offered Call M6-2270.
well below replacement
Sales Associates
cost- $71,500. Phone 51 . Campers
home phones:
753-1222, Kopperud 18 1/b' JAICO travel
Prentice Dunn 7534755
Realty for more trailer in excellent
information.
Vicki Tedd 753-3939
shape with air conIPACIOUS 2 bedroom, ditioning, awning. TV
Max Dodd 753-3594
1 bath brick home, with hook-ups, queen size
Theresa Knight 753.7758
den on 1 1/2 acres
bed, hitch, equalizer
Joe Kennon 4M-617$
Appliances and air, like bars, sway bar, lots of
Bobby Ethridge 4116-2433
new 20x36 out-building, storage space and can
Anna Requarth,
new well in New Con- deep up to 10 people
Broker 783-3477
cord area. Call 436-6462.
486-2718 after 5P.M

52. Bests-Meters 1913 BASS boat an
trailer. 116 horse Mariner motor 436-5819
before 3P.M., M•TH
Anytime Fri-flun.
19 FOOT Cllaspar boat.
Mahogany cabin, new
battery. 85HP Evinrude
motor & trailer. All in
good working condition.
Complete outftt for only
8700 Phone 492-8861
53. Services Offered
1 MEN want to do yard
work. Tree trimming,
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery, hauling & wood for sale. No
Job to big or small. Free
estimates. References,
experience. Call 753-0680or 7581863.
A-1 ENTERPRISES.
Natural or LP gams
installation. Gutter repair or replacement.
Also, masonary or carpentry work and chimney cleaning. Call 7530963.
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Cali Charles
Barnett 761-6476.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 25 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848(home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Keldnator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 3644966 or 7585341.
A complete line of stock
and custom frames.
Matting on glare-glass
and other. Carter
Studio, 300 Math 7538298.
CHAIN- saws shar.
pened. 10-12" - $2.00.
14"-18" - $2.50. Located
In New Concord area.
Call 436-2878.
PAINTING= Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free estimates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 750-1987

There will be a consignment of farm
equipment for auction at the John Deere
Center on 641 South of Murray, Ky. If you
have farm equipment to sell call:
Teddy at 759-1617 or
Dan Miller at 435-4144
Auction will be held Saturday,
February 28th, 1987
Conducted By The

Dan Miller Auction Service

53

Services Offered

CONTRACTOR- carpentry, painting. Big or
small we do it all
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates
491-3848.
CONVERT your old
film to the convenience
of video tape. Quick
service, reasonable
rates. Call 4824E58 or
901442-7520.
DRIVEWAYS- white
rocked or graveled. Also,
top soil. Call 753-1537.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for
your mode.
nENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing &
painting, indoor & outdoor. Odd Jobs. No job
to small. 474-8057.
GIJTTEMING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut.
tars installed for
specifications. Call
43
silr
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
RAMILTON cultured
Marble, tops- sinkspanels, custom made
vanities. Free Est. 7539400.
TRITILATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on, those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
IfEADOWS General
Home Repair. Masonary and carpentry.
Call 7634,711.
lit/BILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, hurricane
straps. 750-4860.

Wi, -r,ike your 'old
cabinets look like
new with wood grain
laminated plastic.
new doors, hardwar.,
and.counter tops
Many styles and colov.
Free estimates
Murray
436 5560
555 JO
spec a a ,
ceiling tans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4382888 evenings.

reduced.

MTG Better Homes
& Gardens 753-4000

Call

53. Services Offered

53

NEED work on your
trees? We can biautify
your yard by t4sptng,
shaping, dead- wooding
or removing dead or
diseased trees For
satisfaction call the
proven professionals at
Bover's Tree Service768-0338. The competition knows us- you
should too
NOTICE- formerly
Joiner Tree Service now
Colley's Tree Service,
14 years experience.
Topping, pruning or
stump removal. Complete tree care. Owner
Elroy Colley- 753-0366
for free estimate.
?MED resumes, business
cards, newsletters, or
brochures? Come by
Murray Data Graphics on
Main St., Downtown
Murray, next to
Bookmark or call
7582208.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair, Roofing, siding,
painting. Call 753-6973.

SANDBLASTING and
horsetrailers,
painting
boat trailers, etc. Phone
753-9411.
MT Wayne Darnell for
fast service and repair
on boats, motors, inboards, trailers & farm
equipment. Fiberglass
specialist. Buy, sell or
trade used boats,
motors I trailers. Hwy.
94 East, 1 1/2 miles
from Murray, 753-0079.
SEWING Machine Re
pair All makes and
models Home I In
dustrial Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening AO yrs.
experience All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella,
,
4hEmtirr,
1
_w_
.
e
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WE copy and restore
old photos. Hand oils
and tinting. Carter
Studio, 300 Main 753
6291.
WILL clean cars inside
and out and wax them
for reasonable fee. Call
753-4376 after 4:30P.M.

Kountry
Woodshop
No dip strip
Professional stripping, refinishing &
repair

all

wood

5

Services Offered

5 7.Wanted

furniture.

Wulff & Sons
Kitchen Cabinet
Recovery

Renovated older home - has been

mi. North of Fulton
on 307
355-2838
Closed Thurs.

t am looking for a .e
to Lexington for a
weekend. Will share gas
and other necessities
Call Scott Wilson at
753-0586 after 5P.M.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
/1 CUSTOM WOODWORKING
°VII?
20 TEARS
FXPIRIENCI

•

W000 CABINETS
RAISED PANEL DOORS 0
/•
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Chan,
DUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
VANITIES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS •
•
REFINISHING
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE
Colimley
COMPETIMRE MIKES Drop By• Soo Or
•

• 409

Sunbury Circle

753-5940

UNIVERSAL HOUSING INC.
1578 Ft. Campbell Blvd

Clarksville, TN 552-6948

"YOUR WHOLESALE MOBILE HOME OUTLET"

We Finance Our Own
Frs. Delivery & Setup
1987 14x70 2 or 3 BR, Range, Refrig, Ceiling Fan,
French Doors Only $127 per month'
1987 Brand New 2 BR, Range, Refng, 2x4 Construction Only $550 Down and $131 Monthly'
1987 Double Wide, Shingle Roof, Color TV/VCR,
Fireplace, Stereo, Ceiling Fan Only $212 per
Month'
6 Double Wicies In Stock!
Over 25 263 BR Single Wides In Stock!
7 Used Homes In Stock!

"We Have The Largest Seiection
Of hfoble Homes In Middle Tennessee"
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!
"Drive A Little & Save A Lot"

Have Them Pictured
In a Heart
Day!
On Valentine'sindividuals

collea

MR. FARMER
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Mall or bring in $7.00, the
picture, names or loveline
with
a self addressed stamped envelope
along
for the return of the original photo .
How excited your loved ones will be when they
see their picture in the paper for Valentine's Day!
Limit 1 person per heart!
Deadline for receipt of photos is noon Feb. 12
Pictures will be in Friday Feb. 13 paper.

Just What You Aiwa s Wanted

Mirrray Ledger
& Times
3 bedroom, 2 bath, on approx. 3 acres
11
/
4 car garage, large outbuilding, 2

Classified Advertising
Department
P.O.. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
Ph. 753-1916

gardens, many fruit trees. Only, 3 mi
west of Murray. Other features in4lude: great room concept, pella windows, hardwood floors, full insulation
Price Reduced $3,000

Call 753-0594
1

1
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Calloway Ninth and Middle speech teams win
The Calloway County Ninth
Grade Speech Team won second
place in the sweepstakes division
in the junior varsity division of the
Kentucky High School Speech
League Regional Tournament this
past weekend at Murray State
University.
Calloway finished with 62 points.
Calloway County Middle School
finished first with 72 points.
The ninth grade team qualified
15 entries for next month's state
tournament in Lexington. The
competition will be March 14-15 at
the University of Kentucky.
The members going to the state
tournament are: Jon Rae, April
Erkman. Johnny Phillips, broad-

casting; Erkman, Amy Helm,
Kim Shelton, public speaking,
Lima Culver, Shelly Burnett, prose; Burnett, interpretation of
literature; Valerie Barrett, Andrea Crick, poetry; Barrett, Anita
Gray, storytelling, and Loren
Wisehart, Rose in extemporaneous speaking.
The Calloway County Middle
School qualified 23 entries for the
state tournament. They are:
Mike Rowe, Katy Hokans, April
Boswell, broadcasting; Lori
England/Krystal Foley,
Boswell/LaDawn Cook, Jill
Cosny/Jennifer McClain, duo acting; Tracy Roes, Jon Jackson, ex-

OBITUARIES
Harold R. Kilgore
Graveside rites for Harold R.
Kilgore are today at 1 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev.
Bill Hart is officiating.
Pallbearers are Everett Dale
Hart, Roy Glenn Hill, Bradley
Wayne Bray, Joe Fridy, Johnny
Yarbrough and Woodrow Bucy.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements
Mr.• Kilgore, 71, Pine Bluff
Shores, Rt. 1, New Concord, died
Sunday at 11:45 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Carolyn E. Kilgore; two

Mrs. Erma Perry
Mrs. Erma Perry of 102 Garden
St., Murray, died today at 5:27
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Hamock Funeral Home of
Paducah will be in charge of
funeral and burial arrangements.

daughters, Mrs. Bert (Shirley
Ann) Garland Jr. and Mrs. Keith
Allan (Betty Jean) Paschall;
three grandchildren, Mrs. Everett
Dale (Beverly) Hart, Mrs. Roy
Glenn (Lisa) Hill and Bradley
Wayne Bray; three greatgrandchildren, Everett Dale Hart
II, Corey Thomas Hart and
Christopher Glenn Hill; two
Waters, Mrs. Ralph Jesaon and
Mrs. Harry Shehan.

temporaneous speaking; Cossey,
Interpretation of literature; Cook,
Lisa Scalf, Joy Wyatt, poetry;
England, Hokans, Foley, prose;

Medi Care Supplement Insurance

Christy Cummings, Stephanie
Carraway, Deneshia Houston,
public speaking; and Cummings,
Mitzi McKinney in storytelling.

Fighting today in Manila
MANILA, Philippines (API —
Troops battled Communist rebels
today in the first reported fighting
since a cease-fire ended, and the
army said a lieutenant and 11
rebels were killed.
It was the first reported club
with the rebel New People's Army
since a 00-day cease-fire expired
Sunday. The government's chief

negotiator said he doubted peace
talks could he resumed on a national level
The constabulary commander
for central Luzon, Brig. Gen.
Eugenio Oca,mpo Jr., said troops
intercepted about 50 rebels at 7
a.m. near Lupao in Nueva Ecija
province, about 90 miles north of
Manila.

Join the "preferred pool" — get excellent coverage for less than 131" per
month. This is the plan most of our clients
are enrolling in:

1. Excellent Company "A" Rated
2. No Waiting Periods
3. Local Claim Service-No Charge
Call:

Bennett & Associates
305 N. 4th St.

753-7273

Hog market report listed for today
reloroi-114016 Illarbol bows Illorybee nollesary

Ull 1-4 1504740 0..

boolliselp rerolsoso Ammo flog Storbot Iloparl
oboes* I OssySlio
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is now located in

14 KT. SOLID GOLD JEWELERS
"All Service Work Guaranteed"
-

Dwain Taylor C evro et, Inc.
C
OI

GM QUAUTV
SERVICE PARTS

GM

MM.010.0NMOPMMA.

PLIACHASO
AIWA

641 South
Murray
733-2017

eitaoit

Karp The(km:GM Rouse NMI C..etant

Zir lir Cork *Fp

1141.76-44.141

DEALER

All 14 Kt. Gold Marked

50%-75%Off
Perfect For Vaientine's Day!

Mrs. Gustine Dill

1986 Chevy
Celebrity

Mrs. Gustine Mable Difi, 76, of
Rt.6, Murray, died Monday at 9:06
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Ira Dill, survives.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
had charge of local arrangements.
The body has been transferred to
Crews-Welsh and Ponder Funeral
Home, Sikeston, Mo.

Diamonds, Bracelets, Chains,
Pendants, Charms, Wedding.Rings and morel

4 Dr.. Whit*, P.A., P.A.,
Alr, Auto., Stoma,
3xxx

—Most Repairs Done The Some Day-In-Store Jeweler

*9,500"

"Your design or ours. we do custom work...
size rings, repair chains and set stones"

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-1293

emi Annual Sale

urman's

Each Year At This Time Jamison Cooperates With Us On Pricing Which Enables Us To Offer Some Of The Best Values In
Bedding and Sleeper Sofas You Will Find Anywhere.

We Have Been A Jamison Dealer For
37 Years

Jamison® Vita-Pedic®
405 DELUXE FIRM
Premium Bedding
Never before has Jamison's
premium Vita-Pedic bedding
been available at fantastic savings like these. Your opportunity
to sleep on the best and enjoy
substantial savings plus the
famous 15 year pro-rated
Jamison guarantee. We offer
the best guarantee because
we build the best bedding.
(Free repair or replacement
during the first five years on
warranted defects.) All sizes
of mattresses and box
springs available. And, look
at these features:

Any of these luxurious
Jamison sleepers is indeed
an outstanding value at

Mattress
strong 14 gauge steel-405 coils
5 turn coil support
durable 6 gauge border wire
luxurious quilted cover
comfortable second foam layer
garnetted felt for extra comfort

because they serve
you as sofas and as
queen-size beds!

Box Spring

High fashion styling, fine tailoring and the
deepest comfort...features you'd expect in
only the most expensive sofas are designed into these superb styles. Plus you get a
hidden bonus! Each opens to become a
queen-sire bed with a comfortable innersprings mattress, TV headrest and tilt back.

heavy duty coils—Electro-Loie Grid Top
Jamison exclusive—protector pad
exclusive kiln dried hardwood for strength

Regular

499

Now

, $440 21 9.95.
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208 E. Main
0

Murray

753-4834

